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Abstract
The goal of this research is to determine which parameters can be used in order to establish a
micromechanical failure criterion which is able to describe and predict pre-yield failure in short fiber
reinforced polymers. First, uniaxial tensile tests and biaxial puncture tests are done on the well
defined and characterized polycarbonate with the objective of creating an experimental reference in
which pre-yield failure is induced by annealing. Next, a procedure is presented to locally analyze
numerical results obtained by finite element analysis on a representative volume element (RVE). This
procedure provides the heterogeneous stress distribution inside of a glass fiber reinforced RVE which
is loaded both uniaxially and biaxially. The matrix material, i.e. polycarbonate, is described with
the Eindhoven Glassy Polymer (EGP) model and different thermodynamic states are considered to
reproduce the effect of annealing.
It is observed that annealed fiber reinforced polycarbonate shows a transition from yield to pre-yield
failure once loaded biaxially. Opposed to uniaxial loading, simulations show that for biaxial loading
the hydrostatic stresses and mobility are significantly increased and further enlarged by the effect of
annealing. These local discriminating parameters are expected to govern the initiation and growth of
voids which lead to the eventual macroscopic observed pre-yield failure and will enable the postulation
of a failure criterion that can be validated in future work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Nowadays, more and more structural components typically made from metals are being replaced with
high performance, fiber reinforced polymers. The design of such components starts with a design cycle in which predictive tools describing the performance of the components play a vital role. However,
these tools can still be far from accurate depending on the failure mode and do not always give the
right quantitative results. As a result, the design cycle requires many iterations involving mechanical
tests and sometimes even material adaptations. All in all, this requires lots of time and money and
the call for more accurate predictive tools is rising.
An example of such an inaccurate failure prediction is encountered during internal research done at
DSM. Tensile tests were carried out on two different short glass fiber reinforced (SFR) polymers.
One consisted of a ductile matrix while the other one consisted of a brittle matrix. As shown on the
left in Figure 1, both composites showed quite similar mechanical performance. That is, at least,
during uniaxial loading. Both the composite materials were used to create a complex product, i.e. a
ribbed bending beam, and were subsequently mechanically tested in three point bending (3PB). It
was observed that while in unidirectional loading the materials behaved the same, this is no longer
the case in multi-directional loading conditions. For the test in which a brittle polymer matrix was
used, the component unexpectedly failed at a force of about 60% of the force at which the component
failed in which a ductile matrix material was used as is shown on the right in Figure 1. A phenomenon
referred to as pre-yield failure or embrittlement.
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Figure 1: Left: tensile curves of a ductile and brittle SFR polymer. Right: force displacement curves of a
bending beam, injection molded from the same two SFR polymers, subjected to a 3PB test.

Using numerical models with a material model and failure criterion based on the uniaxial tensile
data from both composites, it was possible to predict the failure of the ductile matrix based complex
product well due to its plasticity dominated failure. For the brittle matrix based product this was, on
the contrary, not the case. Instead, about the same failure point as the ductile matrix based product
was predicted.
Eindhoven University of Technology
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These predictive tools, regarding composites, are mostly based on the principle of homogenization.
This strategy relates the micro-heterogeneous morphology and structural properties to a macroscopic
homogeneous structural behavior [1]. For this strategy there are both analytical models as well as
numerical techniques available. Examples of some common analytical models which are able to give
a stiffness prediction are for instance the Mori-Tanaka model [2], the Halpin-Tsai model [3,4] and the
Cox-Krenchel model [5, 6]. An example of an analytical model which is capable of giving a strength
estimation is the Kelly-Tyson model [7].
The main disadvantage of these models however is the fact that they only provide volume averaged
information. As a result, plastic failure can be well predicted since this a delocalized failure mode
while brittle failure is a locally initiated failure mode and thus more difficult to predict. Therefore,
the focus of this thesis will lie on the use of a numerical technique which is based on a representative volume element (RVE) of the microstructure. Besides being able to give information about the
macroscopic properties, this technique is able to give insight in the local stress states of the material.
The RVE in these simulations is modelled as a small piece of material which includes (non-)adhering
fillers. Typically, the fillers have different mechanical properties assigned than the matrix material.
On the boundaries of the RVE periodic conditions are applied to ensure that the model resembles the
composite as bulk material instead of as a small sample of the composite material. Other boundary
conditions that are typically assigned are such that for example a tensile or compression test is mimicked. As a result, the method itself is sometimes referred to as ‘virtual material testing’. In prior
and ongoing work in our group RVEs are already used. For example, Krop et al. [8] used a RVE with
spherical inclusions to capture the macroscopic response and in some extent the intrinsic mechanical
response while Zhang et al. [9] used a RVE with cylindrical inclusions to describe the macroscopic
response of fiber reinforced systems.
In past research it has already been well established that brittle polymer matrices are sensitive to
hydrostatic stresses in case of failure and that high hydrostatic stresses are often found when a material is loaded multi-axially [10, 11]. Combined with the experimental observations shown above
and the inaccuracy of the numerical prediction, this has led to the strong indication that due to
the multi-axial loading conditions and the presence of rigid glass fibers, hydrostatic stresses build up
which cause the premature failure of the brittle matrix-fiber composite. As a result, the following
research question is posed:
Can the failure of a brittle matrix based SFR polymer be captured by a local critical (hydrostatic)
parameter in uni- and multi-axial loading conditions?
In the following chapters the various steps to obtain an answer are presented. In Chapter 2 background regarding previous experimental research is presented to find an indication which parameters
are dominant regarding the pre-yield failure of the above mentioned composites. This chapter also
contains the explanation of the constitutive model used in the numerical model, the Eindhoven Glassy
Polymer (EGP) model. In Chapter 3 the used materials and test protocols of the experiments are
presented. These experiments are done to create an experimental reference observation of pre-yield
failure in a well defined polymer glass, polycarbonate, reinforced with glass fibers. Since polycarbonate normally fails in a ductile manner, the material will be annealed to induce pre-yield failure. In
Chapter 4, the obtained tensile, compression and puncture results are presented. Next, in Chapter
5, the procedure is explained to go from a given fiber orientation to a micromechanical numerical model. In Chapter 6 the acquired results from the uni- and biaxial simulations are presented.
From these results the first parameters that show an indication for a pre-yield failure criterion are
derived. In Chapter 7 the used procedure and obtained results are discussed and recommendations
for future research are presented. Finally, in Chapter 8, the conclusions of this research are presented.

Eindhoven University of Technology
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Chapter 2

Background
2.1

Failure in SFR polymers

Figure 2 shows tensile curves for two different matrix materials containing various concentrations of
glass fiber. On the left a ductile material is used as matrix material and it can be observed that for
increasing weight fractions, the stiffness and strength increase while the strain at break decreases; an
observation also known from literature [12]. On the contrary, the right figure shows the behavior of a
brittle polymer matrix reinforced with glass fiber. In this case there is no decrease in strain at break
observed, but rather a small increase. Research done in the past has shown that this is due to the
fact that the fibers hinder the formation and propagation of crazes, i.e. fine cracks bridged by fibrils.
As a result fiber pullout is required in order to reach macroscopic failure and so the fibers toughen
the composite. This results in a larger failure strain due to the fact that multiple crazes start to form
instead of only a few extremely localized crazes provided that the interfacial strength is sufficiently
high and the fibers are smaller than their critical length [13, 14].

Figure 2: Stress versus strain curves, at room temperature, for a glass filled aliphatic ductile polyamide (left),
and semi-aromatic brittle polyamide (right) [data taken from campusplastics.com].

Regarding the failure of short fiber reinforced polymers it has already been observed that the failure
mechanism in tensile loading is governed by matrix debonding, caused by the initiation of voids at
the interface of the fiber [15,16]. Voids initiate at the fiber tips if fibers are oriented along the loading
direction while they initiate at the fiber sides if fibers are oriented perpendicular to the loading direction [17]. Failure also depends on the fiber length. Fibers longer than their critical length will break
while shorter fibers will result in matrix failure (i.e. void nucleation near interfaces) followed by fiber
pullout [12, 18, 19]. Since the fibers used in this research are relatively short, the focus will be on
the nucleation of voids at or near the interface which will result in macroscopic failure of the material.

Eindhoven University of Technology
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Based on these findings several parameters are observed to be related to the failure of fiber reinforced
polymers. These parameters will be evaluated in the numerical model, which will be introduced later
on, in order to confirm this relation to failure. First of all, it is safe to say that the initiation and
growth of voids is stimulated by hydrostatic stresses. While it is no problem to retrieve the local
hydrostatic stresses out of the numerical model, it is more difficult to model the nucleation of voids
since debonding of elements must be introduced which is accompanied with troublesome contact
definitions and cohesive zone elements. Therefore, it is at this moment assumed that a critical hydrostatic stress parameter can suffice as failure criterion which marks the onset of failure (i.e. nucleation
and growth of voids) and the end of the simulation. Previous research has already shown that for
example polycarbonate shows a critical hydrostatic stress of 90 MPa which is followed by macroscopic
failure [10, 20].
A second parameter of interest is the stress triaxiality factor η and is defined as the ratio between
the hydrostatic stress σh and the Von Mises stress σvm as is shown in the following equation:
η=

σh
.
σvm

For any homogeneous, isotropic material and certain
Some of these cases will be presented below, starting
condition, the following stress tensor is obtained:

σa 0
σ=0 0
0 0

(1)
specific loading conditions it is well defined.
with unidirectional tension. For this loading

0
0 ,
0

(2)

which results in the following hydrostatic and Von Mises stress and triaxiality factor respectively:
r
1
1
3 d
1
σvm =
σ : σ d = σa , → η = .
(3)
σh = tr(σ) = σa ,
3
3
2
3
This means that when a homogeneous material is loaded purely uniaxial, all material points will
have a triaxiality factor of 1/3 over time. Similarly, the same calculation can be done when loading a
homogeneous material biaxially:


σa 0 0
(4)
σ =  0 σa 0 ,
0
0 0
which results in the following hydrostatic and Von Mises stress and triaxiality factor respectively:
r
1
2
3 d
2
σh = tr(σ) = σa ,
σvm =
σ : σ d = σa , → η = .
(5)
3
3
2
3
Once the stress tensor approaches a full triaxial stress state, a somewhat singular situation occurs
which is described with the following stress tensor:


σa 0
0
σ =  0 σa 0  ,
(6)
0
0 σa
which results in the following hydrostatic and Von Mises stress and triaxiality factor respectively:
r
3 d
1
σvm =
σ : σ d = 0, → η = ∞.
(7)
σh = tr(σ) = σa ,
3
2
As one observes, the Von Mises stress approaches zero which results in a triaxiality factor that approaches infinity. Using the same analogy, the triaxiality factor for pure shear equals 0 and for
compression states it becomes negative, e.g. -1/3 for uniaxial compression. Therefore the argument
can be made that shear and compression components in the stress tensor result in lower triaxiality
factors while triaxiality factors larger than 2/3 mean there are purely positive triaxial stress states
Eindhoven University of Technology
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present in the material. Another important message is that for a homogeneous material which deforms homogeneously, the triaxiality factor is a single, constant value for each material point over time.
Moreover, when a composite is considered, the material becomes heterogeneous. As a result, the
stress tensor will vary at each material point, meaning that there will no longer be a single, constant
triaxiality factor. Instead, it will become a distribution of values. Again, the same holds for the Von
Mises and hydrostatic stress, but these will evolve over time. How these distributions are shaped
and evolve over time for different kind of composites will be discussed in Chapter 6. Especially the
material points at which the triaxiality factor exceeds 2/3 are of interest because these are the points
at which it is expected that the hydrostatic stresses exceed a critical value, e.g. 90 MPa for polycarbonate, at some point in time and cause voids to initiate which grow and result in brittle macroscopic
failure [21, 22].
Research done by Bao and Wierzbicki [23] shows that there is a strong dependence between the
failure strain and the triaxiality factor as is shown in Figure 3. This could indicate that, although
(hydrostatic) stresses are relatively low, a high triaxiality factor could result in a lower failure strain
than expected. It has to be noted that this research was conducted on metals for which one could
argue that failure is more strain sensitive instead of stress sensitive due to the near perfect plastic
material behavior (e.g. minor strain hardening) which is quite different compared to the behavior
of a polymer which typically shows extensive strain softening and hardening. As a result polymers
are, on the contrary, regarding failure expected to be more stress sensitive. Therefore, it could be
that the above posed observation is not valid for polymers. In the next chapters it will be shown
whether or not the hydrostatic stress and/or triaxiality factor can be used for the establishment of a
micromechanical failure criterion.

Figure 3: Dependence of the equivalent strain to fracture on the stress triaxiality (figure taken from Bao and
Wierzbicki [23]).

A third parameter of interest is the mobility of the polymer matrix. To initiate a void, molecules
have to disentangle in order to create an opening in the material [24]. Therefore, the theory is
that in case the mobility is higher, it is easier to initiate a void. Research done by Gurson [25]
and Argon [26] supports this hypothesis although it should be noted that they focus on void growth
instead of initiation. Figure 4 shows the failure envelopes for a plastic solid under combined deviatoric
shear stress s (which is proportional to the Von Mises stress) and hydrostatic stress. Note that for
the hydrostatic stress
√ the symbol σ is used. The data is normalized with a reference pure deviatoric
stress s0 and Y = 3s0 . These curves indicate that failure occurs earlier when deviatoric stresses are
higher. Since these deviatoric stresses drive the mobility on a molecular level, it can also be derived
that failure should occur earlier when the mobility is higher. In this research the mobility will be
Eindhoven University of Technology
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approached with the following Eyring expression for the plastic strain rate ε̇pl since it gives the closest
match to mobility:
 


σ̄
µp
ε̇pl (S, σ̄, p) = ε̇0 (S) · sinh
· exp −
,
(8)
σ0
σ0
in which σ0 equals the characteristic stress, σ̄ the equivalent applied stress, p the pressure, ε̇0 the
characteristic strain rate, S the thermodynamic state and µ the pressure dependence parameter.
These parameters will return in the next section and will be discussed in more detail. Lastly, it
has to be noted that void initiation can not occur without plastic deformation as is established by
Kramer [27]. Plasticity is however already accounted for in the plastic strain rate ε̇pl that will be
used to locally evaluate the mobility, i.e. there is no mobility without plasticity.

Figure 4: Failure envelopes due to cavitation in a porous plastic solid under combined deviatoric shear stress
s and mean normal stress σ for four different initial levels of porosity β (figure taken from [26]).

In summary: three parameters are introduced which are proposed to play a role in the pre-yield failure
behavior observed in brittle polymers reinforced with fibers. These parameters are: hydrostatic stress
σh , triaxiality factor η and mobility ε̇pl .

2.2

EGP model

The RVE technique will be extended with the EGP model in order to obtain a more accurate material
behavior of the matrix. As with every model, it is important to understand its basics in order to
make proper use of it. The EGP model has been developed over the years within the Polymer Technology group at the Eindhoven University of Technology. The first 3D version of the EGP model was
proposed by Tervoort et al. [28] and was based on Leonov’s fluid model [29] for viscoelastic polymer
media and the early work of Haward and Thackray [30]. In this version the stress and temperature
dependency of the model was based on the Eyring theory. Klompen and Govaert added an extension
in 1990 which also accurately captures the behavior of thermo-rheological complex polymers, i.e.
polymers which show two processes, instead of only thermo-rheological simple polymers [31].
Later, work was done in order to get an accurate description of the post-yield behavior of the polymer
by incorporating strain softening, strain hardening and pressure dependency [32]. In 2005 a version
was introduced which made it possible to predict the polymers behavior directly from processing
by introducing one single parameter which accounts for the thermomechanical history [33]. A few
years later, in 2011, van Breemen et al. proposed an expansion to include multiple relaxation times,
obtained out of one single tensile or compression test, in order to capture the pre-yield response more
accurately [34]. The years thereafter, more updates have been made to the model, but these will not
be used during this research and are therefore not discussed.

Eindhoven University of Technology
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To give some understanding of the EGP model, its basis is shortly discussed below according to the
characterization method by Engels et al. [35] The kinetic part of the EGP model starts with the
multiplicative decomposition of the deformation tensor F in an elastic part Fe and a plastic part Fp :
(9)

F = Fe · Fp .

This feature allows to split the deformation into two different processes, making it useful for the 3D
modelling of viscoelasticity and viscoplasticity. Furthermore the assumption is made that the plastic
deformation is isochoric which leads to the following relation for the volume change ratio J:
(10)

J = det (F) = det (Fe )

The total stress σ that is eventually computed by this 3D constitutive model is built additively from
two parts, a strain hardening contribution σr and a driving elastoviscoplastic σs contribution:
(11)

σ = σr + σs .

In newer versions of the EGP model the strain hardening contribution is described with an EdwardsVilgis model which is able to predict the non-linear strain hardening more accurate by introducing a
dependency on the mobility of entanglements and the limited extensibility of the network. However,
for this project an older and less complex version will be used in which strain hardening is described
by a Neo-Hookean relation:
(12)

σr = Gr B̃ d ,

in which Gr equals the hardening modulus and B̃ d the deviatoric part of the isochoric left CauchyGreen strain tensor. The elastoviscoplastic stress itself can be split in a hydrostatic and a deviatoric
part as is shown in the following equation:
(13)

σs = σsh + σsd .

The hydrostatic part is described with the prior defined volume change ratio J (Equation 10) and a
constant bulk modulus κ as shown in:
(14)

σsh = κ(J − 1)I.

The deviatoric part of the elastoviscoplastic stress in the multi-mode model on the other hand is
described as a function of the shear modulus Gi of each mode and the deviatoric part of the isochoric,
elastic left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor B̃ed of each mode:
σsd =

n
X

d
Gi B̃e,i
=

n
X

i=1

(15)

2ηi Dp,i .

i=1

Combined the total stress tensor σ can be written as:
σ = κ(J − 1)I +

n
X

2ηi Dp,i + Gr B̃ d .

(16)

i=1

In which I represents the unity tensor, ηi the viscosity of each mode and Dp,i the plastic rate of
deformation tensor of each mode. A mechanical analogue of the model is shown in Figure 5. The
viscosity ηi is dependent on applied shear stress τ̄ , pressure p and thermodynamic state S and forms
the core of the EGP model. The full expression is:
 
µp
(τ̄ /τ0 )
exp
exp[S(t, γ̄p )],
(17)
ηi (τ̄ , p, S) = η0,i
sinh(τ̄ /τ0 )
τ0
|
{z
} | {z } |
{z
}
I

II

III

in which η0,i represents the zero shear viscosity and τ0 the characteristic shear stress.

Eindhoven University of Technology
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Figure 5: Graphical representation of the multi-mode, single process EGP model.

Basically, the viscosity consists of three contributions. The first one is the Eyring flow rule, expressed
in the applied equivalent stress. The second one is a pressure modification and the third one describes
the current thermodynamic state S. This state parameter can be split in an aging parameter Sa and
a mechanical rejuvenation parameter Rγ :
S(t, γ̄p ) = Sa (t) · Rγ (γ̄p )

(18)

The aging parameter Sa describes the increase of yield stress as a function of time t and is therefore
a measure for how much a material has physically aged over time. The second part is the mechanical
rejuvenation Rγ which describes a decrease of the yield stress [33] as a function of plastic strain γp .
The aging parameter will be used in order to incorporate the effect of annealing in the numerical
model. During annealing the physical aging process, a process in which the material strives towards
thermodynamic equilibrium, is accelerated due to an increased mobility at higher temperatures. As
a result the age of the material, expressed by the aging parameter Sa increases which results in an
increase of the yield stress as is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Increase in yield stress with increasing values of the aging parameter Sa (figure taken from [35]).

While the yield stress increases during annealing, the stress during strain softening remains about the
same. As a result the difference between the yield stress and the stress at strain softening increases
during annealing. As this difference increases, the amount of localization increases which, eventually,
will result in crazing of the material and in turn in brittle failure. This transition from ductile to
brittle has been visualized by Van Melick et al. [36] for ductile polycarbonate and brittle polystyrene.
To elaborate, this aging parameter will be used in order to create a distinction between a ductile
matrix material and a brittle matrix material in the numerical model. The used annealing process
will be discussed in Section 3.2.

Eindhoven University of Technology
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Chapter 3

Materials and experimental methods
3.1

Materials

Since the materials used at DSM, which are mentioned in the introduction, are semi-crystalline, it
was decided to start this research with materials of less complexity. Therefore the glassy polymer
polycarbonate was chosen as matrix material since this material is already well characterized and
therefore also suitable to use with the EGP model. Regarding the fibers the choice initially is made
to use two different weight fractions and two different, non-quantifiable, types of interfacial adhesion
which are qualitatively identified as poor and good. Varying two material parameters allows for
a broader experimental study which might result in new observations regarding the problem. For
reference, unfilled polycarbonate will also be tested. Thus, resulting in five different materials:
• Polycarbonate 20wt% poor adhesion (PC20GF− )
• Polycarbonate 20wt% good adhesion (PC20GF+ )
• Polycarbonate 40wt% poor adhesion (PC40GF− )
• Polycarbonate 40wt% good adhesion (PC40GF+ )
• Unfilled polycarbonate
Polycarbonate can however be regarded as a ductile polymer matrix in its as received state while also
a brittle matrix is required for this research. Therefore, the material is annealed in such an extreme
manner that it will behave as a brittle matrix as is elaborated in Section 3.2.

3.2

Sample preparation

The provided materials are injection moulded in two different geometries: tensile samples according
to ISO 527-1A with a cross section of 10x4 mm2 in the parallel gauge section and puncture plaques
with dimensions 80x80x3 mm3 . From both these geometries a few samples with a weight fraction of
20% and 40% glass fiber were sacrificed in order to measure the fiber orientation using µCT scanning
of which the results will be shown in the next chapter.
The tensile samples were ready to test in their as received condition, but since the provided plaques
did not fit entirely in the available puncture setup, the four corners were chipped of resulting in a
octagon. The compression samples had to be machined from the tensile samples. These have been
made from the parallel gauge section of the tensile samples and were made in two different brick like
geometries with a cross section of 10x4 mm2 and a height of 10 and 20 mm with the fibers oriented
in the height direction. All of these samples will be tested in their as received condition and after
annealing.
The material is annealed such that an as high as possible yield stress is achieved. Figure 7 shows measured yield stresses for polycarbonate annealed at several temperatures for different annealing times.
From this figure it can be derived that at a temperature of 130 °C a high yield stress can be achieved
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within reasonable timescales. Higher temperatures are not recommended since the temperature will
get too close to the glass transition temperature Tg of roughly 155 °C meaning that a thermodynamic
equilibrium will be achieved which results in a lower plateau in yield stress independent of annealing
time [10].

Figure 7: Yield stress versus annealing time for different annealing temperatures and the master curve constructed thereof (figure taken from Engels [10]).

3.3

Experimental setups

Tensile experiments
The tensile experiments are carried out on a Zwick/Roell Z010 system. In order to capture the
engineering strain prior to the yield point of the samples accurately, the machine was equipped with
a contact extensometer which measures the displacement locally in the parallel gauge section of
the sample. A force cell was placed in series which measures the forces in order to determine the
engineering stres. The experiments have been carried out at three different strain rates: 10−4 s−1 ,
10−3 s−1 and 10−2 s−1 . The distance between the two grips of the extensometer was 50 mm. All
tests were carried out at room temperature and repeated five times for statistical purposes. A picture
of the setup can be found in Appendix A, Figure 36.
Compression experiments
The compression experiments are carried out on a Zwick/Roell ZMART.PRO 1475 system. The
samples are compressed between two parallel flat plates which are lubricated with PTFE spray in
order to prevent barreling. The displacement of the machine was prescribed and logged. A force cell
was placed in series which measures the forces. For these tests only one strain rate of 10−3 s−1 is
used. Prior to the measurements the compliance of the rig was measured and is accounted for during
post processing of the sample data. All tests were carried out at room temperature and repeated
three times for statistical purposes. A picture of the setup can be found in Appendix A, Figure 37.
Puncture experiments
The puncture experiments on the filled materials are carried out on a Zwick/Roell Z010 system, while
the unfilled polycarbonate was tested on a MTS 858 Mini Bionix sytem due to a higher force range.
The used punch has a spherical tip with a diameter of 20 mm and the unsupported part of the plate
has a diameter of 40 mm. The displacement of the machine was prescribed and logged. A force cell
was placed in series which measures the forces. For these tests only one displacement rate of 0.1
mm/s is used. All tests were carried out at room temperature and repeated five times for statistical
purposes. A picture of both the setups can be found in Appendix A, Figure 38.
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The downside of the puncture tests is that only force and displacements are measured and no strains or
stresses are obtained like in the tensile or compression experiments. The forthcoming numerical results
will provide strains and stresses. As a result it is impossible to make a direct comparison between
the results obtained from the puncture tests and the results obtained from tensile/compression tests
or simulations. To identify the strains reached during the puncture tests, measurements have been
done at DSM in which the local strains are measured using Digital Image Correlation (DIC). A setup
was build in which two cameras are placed at an angle with respect to the sample and take pictures
of the bottom of the sample, i.e. the side that fails first. Using commercial software the in and out
of plane displacements are computed which are converted to the in plane strains of the material.
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Chapter 4

Experimental results
4.1

µCT scanning

In order to get an accurate macroscopic response from the numerical model with respect to the
experimental results, it is important to use the actual fiber orientation tensor of the samples itself.
Therefore, it was decided to measure these for one PC20GF+ tensile bar and plaque and one PC40GF+
tensile bar and plaque with a µCT-scanner using the method described by Wismans et al [37]. Due
to the geometry of the tensile bars it was observed that the fiber orientation can be described as
homogeneous. The orientation tensors A, of which the mathematical derivation is shown in Appendix
B, belonging to the PC20GF+ and PC40GF+ tensile bars are shown below:

Awf=20%

Awf=40%



0.744 0.013 0.003
= 0.013 0.104 0.013 ,
0.003 0.013 0.152


0.829 −0.001 0.008
= −0.001 0.054 0.008 .
0.008
0.008 0.117

The injection molded plaques however showed a typical skin-core configuration in which the two outer
layers show highly oriented fibers in the flow direction while in the core layer the fibers are oriented
perpendicular to the flow direction as shown in Figure 8. Measurements, as can be found in Appendix
B Figures 40 and 41, show however that the average orientation tensor in the bottom skin layer, the
layer which is loaded the most in tension and governs failure during a puncture test, shows such
similarities with the one of the injection molded samples that the assumption is made that they are
identical. As a result only two distinct orientations are required for the numerical model.

Figure 8: Flow-induced fiber orientation of the plate during injection moulding (figure taken from [9]).
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4.2

Uniaxial tensile results

At first an experimental foundation was established with the goal of providing an overview which
shows directly the influences of fiber concentration, interfacial strength and annealing. These tensile
curves are shown in Figure 9 and provide the expected insight that adding fibers results in an increase
of stiffness and a decrease in the strain at break while the interfacial strength dominates the maximum
stress of the tensile bar. In case of poor interfacial adhesion the strength of the composite is not
improved with adding fibers but rather remains the same as the maximum stress of the matrix. Since
the plasticity dominated failure of these type of composites is of less interest during this research
and would add more complexity to the problem, i.e. introducing contact boundary conditions in the
numerical simulation, it was decided to not continue with these materials. On the contrary, in case of
good interfacial adhesion the strength is increased with increasing fiber concentration making these
materials more suitable for the continuation of this research.
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Figure 9: Tensile curves for five different materials carried out at 10-3 s-1 at room temperature. Left:
materials tested as received, right: materials tested after annealing at 130 °C for 106 seconds.

Note that the fiber orientation in the tensile bars is parallel to the loading direction. As is also
shown in Figure 9, annealing the material results in an increase of strength and a slightly more brittle
macroscopic response, i.e. reduced elongation at break, which is as expected. The next step is to look
more closely at one single material to determine if pre-yield failure can be achieved using annealing.
Starting with unfilled PC, the different tensile curves are shown in Figure 10. It shows that the
strength is improved and that the unfilled PC can not yet be considered as brittle.
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Figure 10: Tensile curves of unfilled PC carried out at 10-3 s-1 at room temperature. The material is tested
as received and after annealing at 130 °C for 106 seconds.

When fibers are added to the matrix and the same tensile tests are repeated as shown in Figure 11
it can be observed that the strength improves, but also that the strain at break decreases. In terms
of macroscopic failure there are however no large differences yet in terms of maximum stress and
strain which means that, as expected, pre-yield failure is not yet observed during uniaxial tensile
tests. Although it should be mentioned that the PC40GF+ tensile bar does not show a significant
improvement in strength which is an indication that a transition from yield to pre-yield failure is
about to be reached for this fiber weight fraction.
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Figure 11: Tensile curves of glass fiber filled PC carried out at 10-3 s-1 at room temperature. The material
is tested as received and after annealing at 130 °C for 106 seconds.

Additionally, images of the fracture surface taken with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) can
be found in Appendix C, Figures 47-50. Images of fractured tensile samples are shown in the same
appendix, Figures 52-55.

4.3

Uniaxial compression results

To extend the observation that pre-yield failure is not yet achieved during a tensile test, compression
tests have been done to prove that during uniaxial loading, whether it is in tension or compression,
pre-yield failure can not be achieved. The compression tests have only been done on the PC20GF+
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and PC40GF+ samples since these are the most interesting. Figure 12 shows the compression curves
for the samples which were 10 mm high. As expected, the strength still increases with annealing which
means pre-yield failure is certainly not occurring in compression. Note that the fiber orientation is
parallel to the loading direction.
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Figure 12: Compression curves of glass fiber filled PC carried out at 10-3 s-1 at room temperature. The
material is tested as received and after annealing at 130 °C for 106 seconds.

Additional images of the failed compression samples can be found in Appendix C, Figures 56 and 57.

4.4

Puncture results

At last the puncture tests were carried out meaning that a switch is made towards multi-axial loading
conditions, i.e. biaxial tension. Starting with unfilled PC it was expected that no differences in failure
could be observed since there are no fibers present yet which could give a rise in hydrostatic stress
and thus accelerating failure of the material. The puncture curves of both the as received and the
annealed unfilled PC are shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Force displacement curves of puncture tests on unfilled PC carried out at 0.1 mm/s at room
temperature. The material is tested as received and after annealing at 130 °C for 106 seconds.
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As can be observed there is a small increase in stiffness due to the annealing process, but in terms of
failure no significant differences can be observed and failure is still plasticity governed. Once fibers
are added this is however no longer the case as one can observe when looking at the puncture curves
shown in Figure 14. Due to the presence of fibers and the annealing process a significant difference
in macroscopic failure point, i.e. crack on the bottom surface indicated by crossed markers in the
figure, has been observed. The hypothesis for now is that this is caused by the presence of fibers in
the annealed and now brittle matrix. Due to the fibers, hydrostatic stresses increase locally which
results in premature failure of the composite. It can be concluded that it is indeed possible to observe
pre-yield failure when a ductile matrix is strongly annealed.
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Figure 14: Force displacement curves of puncture tests on glass fiber filled PC carried out at 0.1 mm/s at
room temperature. The material is tested as received and after annealing at 130 ◦ C for 106
seconds.

Results of the puncture experiments done on the samples with poorly adhering fibers can be found in
Appendix B, Figure 45. Additionally, images of the failed puncture samples are shown in Appendix
C, Figures 58-62.

4.4.1

DIC measurements

At DSM, the same puncture tests were repeated but in addition the local strains during the experiment
were measured using DIC. Prior to these tests, the surface of interest of the samples was covered by
a random speckle pattern. With this pattern a virtual grid of multiple points was constructed on the
surface of the sample. As the punch proceeds to puncture the sample, the points move in time with
respect to a reference frame. From these displacements, the strains at each point were computed
in horizontal εxx direction, vertical εyy direction and in-plane shear εxy direction. These strains are
rotated to the direction parallel to the injection moulding direction ε1 and the direction perpendicular
to the injection moulding direction ε2 with the following equations:
ε 
xy
ε1 = εxx cos2 θ + εyy sin2 θ + 2
sin θ cos θ,
2
ε 
(19)
xy
ε2 = εxx sin2 θ + εyy cos2 θ − 2
sin θ cos θ.
2
With these strains a 2D strain field was computed like shown as example for one sample in Figure
15.
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(a) Parallel to flow direction

(b) Perpendicular to flow direction

Figure 15: Obtained strain fields from the DIC measurement done on a puncture test of a PC20GF+ sample
in its as received condition at a displacement rate of 0.1 mm/s at room temperature. Images are
captured at a force of 270 N.

As shown before in Figure 8 the fibers are oriented parallel with the injection moulding direction
in the skin layers. From the computed strain fields it can also be observed that the strains parallel
to the injection moulding direction, the fiber direction, are significantly lower than the strains in
the direction perpendicular to the fibers. This difference in strain is due to the anisotropy caused
by the presence of the fibers resulting in a high stiffness parallel to the fibers and a lower stiffness
perpendicular to the fibers.
From these strain fields the location where the punch penetrates the material, i.e. where the strains
are largest, is located. At all points within a small radius of 1.5 mm the ratio between the strain ε2
and ε1 is determined. The result is shown in Figure 16 which shows the mean value for all points
at several applied forces in blue, while the minimum and maximum ratios, the outliers, are shown in
green and red respectively.
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Figure 16: Measured ratio between the strain parallel and perpendicular to the fibers. DIC measurement was
done on an as received PC20GF+ sample.

This figure shows that, on average, the material below the puncture is subjected to a biaxial strain
state in which the strain perpendicular to the fibers is a factor of 1.25 larger than the the strain
parallel to the fibers. This observation will be used as a boundary condition further on in Section 5.3.
Furthermore, the DIC analysis allows to determine which strains locally are observed at the moment
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of macroscopic failure of the material. Figure 17 shows the recorded strain at each level of applied
force for both PC20GF+ and PC40GF+ in the as received and annealed state. Through these data
points a 3rd order polynomial was fitted and the dashed lines indicate at which point macroscopic
failure was observed.
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Figure 17: DIC measured strain (parallel to the fibers) versus applied force during the puncture test carried out on the as received and annealed samples at a displacement rate of 0.1 mm/s at room
temperature.

As one can observe, the material will follow the same strain-force relation regardless of its thermodynamic state which can be explained by the fact that annealing a material has hardly any effect on
the stiffness of the material. Similarly, the PC40GF+ follows a different strain-force relation compared to the PC20GF+ material due to the improved stiffness of the composite. Most important is
however the observation that also on a local scale pre-yield failure is observed. The local strain at
which the material shows macroscopic failure is significantly lower for the annealed state compared
to the as received state. In terms of quantitative results the PC20GF+ composite shows a failure
strain (parallel to the fiber direction) of about 3% in the annealed state compared to around 9% in
the as received state. The strains perpendicular to the fibers are for this system even higher, 3.75%
and 11.25% respectively. While the strains for the annealed state lie within an expected range, the
strains for the as received state are much higher than expected. Measurements done by Pastukhov et
al. [38] show that a system as this should have a strain at break between 4 and 5% when tensile tested
perpendicular to the fiber orientation. This difference indicates that the failure mode of as received
PC20GF+ composite for this test is some form of localized ductile rupture while for the as received
PC40GF+ composite the obtained results lie within the same range as measured by Pastukhov. For
the annealed material the strain at failure decreases which suggests a different failure mode. Therefore, it will be validated in Chapter 6 if the hydrostatic stresses exceed a certain threshold which
triggers failure for the annealed material.
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Chapter 5

Finite element model procedure and
methods
To go from a measured fiber orientation to results from a finite element model, numerous steps and
software packages have to be used. Figure 18 shows a flowchart illustrating the overhead involved to
run and analyze a simulation. In the sections of this chapter the required steps will be explained in
more detail.

Figure 18: Schematic flowchart of the step by step procedure to go from a measured fiber orientation towards
finite element results.

5.1

Geometry

The geometry of the RVE is generated in the commercial software package Digimat. With this software it is possible to add various types, i.e. shapes, of inclusions to a matrix material. For each
of these sets of inclusions (phase) it is possible to assign different material properties compared to
the matrix material. Next to that, the software gives the user the ability to assign for each phase a
different orientation, ranging from fully oriented, random 3D or even a specific custom orientation
tensor. Key feature of the software is the ability to create a periodic geometry meaning that if a fiber
protrudes the outside surface of the RVE, also a fiber penetrates the outside surface at the opposite
side of the RVE at the same angle and position.
However, as shown in Appendix D Figure 66, in certain specific cases the software is not able to create a fully periodic geometry meaning that a slight mismatch is created between two opposite outer
surfaces of the RVE. As a result, a work around is required for creating a periodic mesh, i.e. nodes on
one surface should be a reflection of the nodes on the opposite surface. In the next section this work
around is presented. Some additional comments are given in Appendix D, Figures 63-65, regarding
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the generation of a RVE that should be taken into consideration. These comments are regarding the
choice that has to be made between desired volume fraction and desired fiber orientation.
For the initial numerical analysis a RVE geometry is used with sphero-cylinder inclusions. From a
geometry perspective it would be more intuitive to use cylinders for the glass fibers. However, in
combination with the EGP model, it becomes more difficult to reach convergence if sharp gradients
are present. Combined with the fact that the stresses at these edges result in massive outliers and
singular points, it was chosen to start with a simpler geometry, i.e. fully rounded fiber tips, for this
qualitative analysis. In Appendix D, Figures 68-70 this is explained in more detail.
For the fibers it was chosen to use a fixed aspect ratio of 20 which is a bit lower compared to the
actual aspect ratio distribution which was measured at DSM and can be found in Appendix B, Figure
46. The EGP parameters for the polycarbonate can be found in Appendix D, Table 1 for both the as
received and annealed state. For the fibers a linear elastic material model was used with a Young’s
modulus of 72 GPa and a Poisson ratio of 0.22 combined with a density of 2.54 g/cm3 . For the first
analysis a total of 15 inclusions have been added to the matrix in order to reduce computational cost,
i.e. less inclusions results in less elements for the same accuracy and therefore less degrees of freedom.

5.2

Discretization

Digimat is also equipped with an integrated mesher. However, as is shown in Appendix D Figure 67, this meshing algorithm is not capable of creating a periodic mesh. Therefore, the choice was
made to use the commercial software package Hypermesh. This software has some integrated features
which allows the user to relatively easily create a periodic mesh. A tutorial is enclosed in Appendix G.
The used elements for this model are second order tetrahedron elements with full integration, i.e. 4
internal integration points. It is important to notice that the midnodes of the elements are placed
exactly in between the corner nodes and are therefore not conformed to the geometry of interest. As
a result there is a slight mismatch between the discretized domain and the original geometry.
For such complex geometries it is also not uncommon to use voxel elements. With voxel elements the
entire geometry is divided into a specified amount of equal sized brick elements which results in an
extreme discretization of the geometry. Digimat supports the use of voxel elements and in Appendix
D, Figures 71-73, it is shown how the choice between linear voxel elements and quadratic tetrahedron
elements influences the simulation results. Although voxel elements achieve convergence better, it
was decided to use the geometry conforming quadratic tetrahedron elements since these give a more
accurate description of the macroscopic response of the RVE. In Appendix D, Figure 74, the RVE
with meshed fibers is shown that is used to obtain the results which are presented in the next chapter.
The orientation tensor that belongs to this RVE equals:


0.969 −0.055 −0.002
0.001  .
Awf=20% = −0.055 0.005
−0.002 0.001
0.026
It should be noted that this orientation tensor differs significantly compared to the measured orientation tensor as is presented in Section 4.1. This is due to the choice of using only 15 inclusions
for this analysis which limits the accuracy with which a desired fiber orientation can be described
considerably. The choice for a lower amount of fibers is made to allow for reasonable calculation
times. At this moment, the deviation in orientation will be accepted since the main priority is to
establish if indicators for pre-yield failure can be qualitatively observed in a simulation. In a later
stage, research will be more focused on the quantitatively results in which such deviations are not
accepted.
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5.3

Boundary conditions

In order to ensure periodic deformations of the RVE, periodic boundary conditions are assigned to the
previously generated periodic mesh. This is achieved by adding tying links between the nodes located
on one outer face (Aijkl ) to its opposite outer face (Amnop ). These tying relations are expressed with
the following mathematical equations:
~xA4378 =~xA1256 + ~x4 − ~x1 ,
~xA5678 =~xA1234 + ~x5 − ~x1 ,

(20)

~xA2376 =~xA1485 + ~x2 − ~x1 .
In this set of equations ~xAijkl represents the position vector of the nodes located on the face with
corner nodes i,j,k and l while ~xm represents the position vector of corner node m. Next to this, some
constraints are added to a total of four different corner nodes like shown in Figure 19 in order to
prevent rigid body motions.

Figure 19: Schematic overview of the boundary conditions that are applied to the RVE.

As is shown in this figure, the deformation of the RVE itself is applied using displacement boundary
conditions which makes this model displacement controlled. In case of uniaxial loading only a ux
displacement is applied while for biaxial loading also a uz displacement is applied which is 1.25 times
larger than the ux displacement to account for the anisotropy observed in Section 4.4.1, Figure 16.
For the ux displacement a constant engineering strain rate of 10−3 s−1 was chosen in order to match
the middle of the range of used strain rates during the tensile tests.

5.4

Model assumptions

For clarity purposes a list is provided which addresses the assumptions made in the numerical model.
It should be noted that these are numerous and some indicate a marked difference compared to the
actual material. The following assumptions should be taken into consideration:
• For the modelling of the fibers only a single,4 constant aspect ratio is used instead of a distribution.
• The fiber ends are modelled with semi-spheres instead of flat, sharp and irregular surface ends.
• The fibers are perfectly straight without any curvature
• There are no clusters of fibers present in the model. There is no contact between any fibers.
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• The adhesion of the fibers to the matrix is perfect and remains so through the simulation. Also
the fiber ends have perfect adhesion.
• Fibers behave perfectly linear elastic without showing any plasticity or fracture.
• The generated orientation of the fibers is an approximation of the actual orientation. Depending
on the volume fraction and the size of the RVE, a mismatch in either orientation, volume fraction
or both can be generated.
• Damage in any form is not implemented.

5.5

Post processing

After solving the finite element model the results are post processed in Matlab providing the benefit
that output results are more customizable. In order to give an impression of the capabilities of the
developed toolbox, some generated output results are shown below. Starting with the macroscopic
response, the macroscopic stress-strain curve of the RVE is shown in Figure 20. These stresses and
strains are defined with respect to the reference configuration, i.e. engineering stress/strain, but if
desired these are also available with respect to the current configuration, i.e. true stress/strain.
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Figure 20: Macroscopic response of the RVE subjected to a uniaxial tensile test with a strain rate of 10-3
s-1 .

As said before, there is a strong heterogeneous distribution of stress states inside the RVE. To
visualize this distribution a surface graph as shown in Figure 21 is generated in which all elemental
(or nodal) values corresponding to the matrix are shown at each time step of the simulation. Since
the applied strain rate is constant, time translates directly to strain. The figure shows locations with
low intensities, identified with blue, and locations with high intensities, identified with yellow. A
location with a low intensity indicates that only a few elements share the same stress at a specific
moment in time. On the other hand, a location with high intensity indicates that many elements
share the same stress at a specific moment in time. In short, the observable yellow band describes
the behavior of the bulk of the matrix and the blue areas describe the behavior of the local outliers.
The macroscopic response of the entire RVE is also shown in this figure which gives an impression
what the contribution of the matrix is to the macroscopic response. Note that if elemental values are
used that these are weighted with their initial volume, nodal values are not weighted.
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Figure 21: Distribution surface graph of the elemental Von Mises stresses in the matrix with the macroscopic
response of the RVE shown in red.

In this particular example the Von Mises elemental stresses of the matrix are considered in a uniaxial
tensile test. It shows that the matrix has a limited contribution to the macroscopic response because
it is shielded by the fibers. Similar images can be constructed for instance for the hydrostatic stress,
triaxiality factor and the plastic strain. Although such a figure gives a lot of information over the
range of the entire simulation, it is hard to interpret the quantitative information in the low intensity
regions. Therefore, it is also possible to evaluate for instance the stress distribution at one specific
time step of the simulation as is shown as example in Figure 22. This example shows the probability
density function distribution of the elemental, volume weighted, hydrostatic stresses at a macroscopic
engineering strain of 4%. It shows that a majority of the matrix has quite a low hydrostatic stress
as indicated by the peak at 3 MPa, but that there are also parts of the matrix that show a higher
hydrostatic stress of above 30 MPa. Note that the probability density is not the probability value
itself.
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Figure 22: Probability density function distribution of the hydrostatic stresses in the matrix at a macroscopic
strain of 4%.

The downside of the previously shown visualization tools is that they do not contain any information
about where for example these stresses are located inside the RVE. Therefore an add-on is created
which generates a suitable output for the visualization software Paraview. This program allows for
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multiple visualization options like for example clipping and applying a threshold. With clipping a
plane at custom position and angle is placed which hides all material on one side of the plane. When
applying a threshold, only the elements that exceed the specified threshold are visible. Another
advantage of Paraview is that it allows to treat the fibers and matrix as two separate entities which
means that two different outputs can be shown at the same time. An example is shown in Figure
23. For the fibers it shows the Von Mises stresses while for the matrix the hydrostatic stresses are
shown. Next to that, a clip plane is used on the matrix in combination with a threshold. Therefore,
this example shows the ease of applying multiple visualization options simultaneously. In the next
chapter this set of tools will be used to evaluate the obtained numerical results.

Figure 23: Paraview visualization showing the Von Mises stress in the fibers and the hydrostatic stresses in
the matrix. The matrix itself is clipped and a threshold is applied in combination.
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Chapter 6

Finite element model results
6.1

Uniaxial loading

The first two simulations on the before mentioned RVE have been carried out with uniaxial loading
conditions in which the matrix material is characterized once in its as received state and once in its
annealed state. The macroscopic responses of both these simulations have been analysed and are
shown in Figure 24. As one can observe, the annealed composite tends to show a higher yield stress
compared to the as received composite due to the increased strength of the annealed matrix.
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Figure 24: Macroscopic responses of a RVE with 15 inclusions loaded uniaxially. Simulations were performed
once with an as received matrix and once after annealing. Applied strain rate equals 10-3 s-1 .

In order to validate whether or not the obtained macroscopic responses match with the experimental
tensile results, an overlay has been made as shown in Figure 25. It shows for both the as received
and annealed state that in terms of stiffness the model is capable to deliver an accurate result
within experimental error. The predicted strength of the simulation shows however an overestimation
compared to the experimental results. It is probable that this difference in strength is due to the
fact that the strength is more sensitive to the modelling assumptions compared to the stiffness. To
evaluate the stiffness the displacements are small and the material behaves mostly linear, but for
the evaluation of the strength the displacements become larger and material starts to behave nonlinear. According to this analogy, assuming perfect adhesion throughout the entire simulation shows
no difference in stiffness since debonding does not occur at small strains during experiments either.
It does however have an influence on strength since fibers will start to debond prior to macroscopic
failure during experiments while this is not taken into account in the model.
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Figure 25: Comparison between the obtained uniaxial macroscopic response from simulation and the measured response from tensile experiments, both at the same applied strain rate of 10-3 s-1 . Left:
as received matrix, right: annealed matrix.

It is expected that during uniaxial loading, the matrix has a much lower contribution to the macroscopic response compared to the fibers. To confirm this the elemental Von Mises stress for all elements
belonging to the matrix has been evaluated throughout the entire simulation as is shown in Figure 26.
It shows indeed that the majority of the matrix, i.e. the yellow band indicating high intensity, has a
much lower Von Mises stress compared to the macroscopic response. There are however also outliers
in the blue regions which indicates there are elements with higher and lower stresses compared to
the bulk of the matrix indicating that the matrix behaves strongly heterogeneous. Once comparing
the as received simulation with the annealed simulation it shows that both the low as well as the
high intensity regions of the annealed simulation have shifted upwards to higher stresses compared
to the as received simulation. As a result, the macroscopic response shows also a higher strength. It
is also interesting to notice that both the figures show a plateau, one at around 75 MPa for the as
received simulation and one at around 90 MPa for the annealed simulation. These plateaus represent
elements that pass through their yield point, but it is remarkable that these yield stresses are higher
than expected. At the applied strain rate of 10−3 s−1 and the used input EGP parameters one would
expect a yield stress of 60 and 75 MPa for the as received and annealed material respectively. The
observation that multiple elements have a much higher yield stress indicates that the strain rates are
locally higher than the applied strain rate.

(a) As received

(b) Annealed

Figure 26: Distribution surface graph of the elemental Von Mises stresses in the matrix with the macroscopic
response of the RVE shown in red. Left: as received matrix, right: annealed matrix.
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Now it is established that the matrix deforms heterogeneous, it is interesting to evaluate the local
loading conditions by evaluating the triaxiality factor. In Figure 27 the probability density function
for both uniaxial simulations is shown at the moment that the macroscopic engineering strain reaches
3% which is just before the end of the simulation. It shows that the differences between the as received
simulation and the annealed simulation are not so significant and that they are close to identical.
More interesting however is the variety of loading states that are present in the matrix. Instead of a
single peak at 1/3 which would be expected for a homogeneous polymer, a wide range of triaxiality
factors is observed which indicates that a part of the matrix is even loaded in compression while other
parts are experiencing multi-axial loading conditions.
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Figure 27: Elemental triaxiality factor probability density functions of biaxial loaded RVE.

This RVE has also been loaded uniaxially perpendicular to the fiber orientation of which the results
can be found in Appendix E, Figure 84-86. Moreover, Paraview visualizations of the hydrostatic
stress field and plastic strain field can be found in Appendix E, Figures 78-80.

6.2

Biaxial loading

A similar exercise has been done for the case in which the RVE is loaded biaxially. Figure 28 shows the
observed macroscopic response for both thermodynamic states in the directions parallel (solid lines)
and perpendicular (dashed lines) to the fibers. Note that the strains in the direction perpendicular
to the fibers are a factor 1.25 larger compared to the strains parallel to the fibers in order to account
for the observed anisotropy during the DIC puncture tests in section 4.4.1.
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Figure 28: Macroscopic responses of a RVE with 15 inclusions loaded biaxially. Simulations were performed
once with an as received matrix and once after annealing. Applied strain rate parallel to the fibers
equals 10-3 s-1 .
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From the macroscopic responses it can be observed that both stiffness and strength are much lower
in the direction perpendicular to the fibers compared to parallel to them. This can be explained
since there are hardly any fibers oriented in this direction which are able to reinforce the matrix.
Next, it should be noted that the yield stress parallel to the fibers is lower for this biaxial loading
condition compared to the uniaxial loading condition which is caused by the pressure dependence
that is implemented in the EGP model.
To visualize the local stresses, the elemental Von Mises stresses have again been evaluated for all
elements belonging to the matrix throughout the simulation as is shown in Figure 29. A first comment
that has to be made is that the x-axis in this figure is no longer just the applied macroscopic strain
since the strain is now applied in two directions. Therefore, in order to allow fair comparison with the
uniaxial results, the strains from both the directions are rewritten into one macroscopic equivalent
engineering strain εeq,m with the following equation:
q
1√
2
2
2
2 (ε1,m − ε2,m ) + (ε2,m − ε3,m ) + (ε3,m − ε1,m ) .
(21)
εeq,m =
3
In this equation ε1,m , ε2,m and ε3,m represent the macroscopic strains in the 1,2 and 3 direction
respectively. For the biaxial simulation two of these macroscopic strains are prescribed while the
third one has to be solved numerically. Similarly, the macroscopic stress responses from the two
directions are combined into one using the Von Mises stress criterion. It can now be observed that
the difference between the macroscopic response and the stresses for the majority of the matrix is
not as large as for the uniaxial simulations. The reason for it is that the response in the direction
perpendicular to the fibers now also has a contribution to the total macroscopic response. Since
this direction is mostly governed by the softer matrix due to the absence of fibers, the macroscopic
response lowers towards to the local stress state of the matrix itself. It can also again be observed
that due to the annealing process the stresses in the matrix increase which also results in an increase
of the macroscopic response. Next to that, there again seem to be higher yield stresses indicating
that for the biaxial simulations there are as well locally higher strain rates.

(a) As received

(b) Annealed

Figure 29: Distribution surface graph of the elemental Von Mises stresses in the matrix with the macroscopic
response of the RVE shown in red. Left: as received matrix, right: annealed matrix.

For these two simulations the local loading states, i.e. triaxiality factor, of the matrix are evaluated
as is shown in Figure 30. Just as observed for the uniaxial simulations there is again a wide range of
loading states and no significant difference between the as received and annealed simulation. The most
important difference with respect to the uniaxial simulations is that there is hardly any compression
and that more volume of the matrix shows a triaxiality factor higher than 2/3 indicating that more
volume is loaded triaxially with all stresses being positive.
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Figure 30: Elemental triaxiality factor probability density functions of biaxial loaded RVE.

Before moving on to the next section it should be noted that the influence of element size has been
studied and obtained results can be found in Appendix E, Figures 75-77. This study shows that an
appropriate element size has been used. Moreover, Paraview visualizations of the hydrostatic stress
field and plastic strain field for these biaxial simulations can be found in Appendix E, Figures 81-83.

6.3

Failure criterion

With the observations made on both the uniaxial and biaxial simulations a first step towards a
micromechanical failure criterion will be made in this section. Since it is expected that the hydrostatic
stresses cause the initiation and growth of voids to lead to macroscopic failure, the evolution over time
of these stresses was evaluated for both the uniaxial and biaxial simulations. For clarity purposes,
the probability density functions at a single time step of these simulations is shown in Figure 31.
Note that the chosen time step is equal for all simulations and taken at 3% engineering strain in the
direction parallel to the fibers. In this figure it can be observed that the difference in distribution
between as received and annealed is not as big for the uniaxial case compared to the biaxial case. This
indicates that a change of thermodynamic state has hardly any influence on the hydrostatic stresses
for uniaxial loading conditions. Combined with the observation that for the uniaxial simulations
hardly any volume reaches the assumed critical hydrostatic stress of 90 MPa, it can be confirmed
that the uniaxial simulations are failing plastically and are not relevant for the establishment of a
hydrostatic stress failure criterion.
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Figure 31: Elemental hydrostatic stress probability density functions of a uniaxial and biaxial loaded RVE.
Left: uniaxial loading conditions, right: biaxial loading conditions.
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Analyzing the biaxial case, it can immediately be observed that the distribution of the annealed
simulation shows a noticeable shift towards higher stresses. More importantly, it also shows that part
of the matrix volume exceeds the assumed critical hydrostatic stress of 90 MPa. Figure 32 shows
quantitatively how much volume exceeds this threshold. For this analysis only the elements with
positive principal stresses, i.e. triaxiality factor larger than 2/3, are considered. It confirms again that
in the annealed case more volume of the matrix exceeds the critical value during biaxial loading.
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Figure 32: Visualization of the amount of volume during the simulation exceeding a critical hydrostatic stress
of 90 MPa for a biaxially loaded RVE in its as received and annealed thermodynamic state.

On the other hand it is also assumed that the initiation and growth of voids is accelerated once
the chain mobility is higher. Therefore, one could argue that if locally there is a high mobility, in
this case expressed by the plastic strain rate ε̇pl , the probability a void initiates at this location is
higher. Figure 33 shows how much volume of the matrix exceeds a high mobility threshold for several
thresholds. To give an idea of the local increase in mobility it should be noted that the applied strain
rate equals 10−3 s−1 while the lowest chosen threshold is already ten times, i.e. one decade, higher.
For this threshold already 7% of the matrix shows this level of mobility at the end of the simulation
as is shown on the left in the figure.
Next to that, it can be observed that the same amount of volume shows a mobility higher than 10−2
s−1 for the as received and annealed simulation. Although the elements of the annealed simulation
reach this level of mobility slightly later due to their increased yield stress. However, once it is
evaluated how much of the volume shows an even higher mobility, for example 20·10−3 s−1 , it becomes
clear that in the annealed simulation, there is a larger volume that displays this level of mobility.
Idem, for an even higher mobility of 25·10−3 s−1 the same observation can be made.
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Figure 33: Visualization of the amount of volume during the simulation that has a mobility higher than the
specified thresholds for a biaxially loaded RVE in its as received and annealed thermodynamic
state.

Now it is established that for the biaxial annealed simulation there is locally both an increase in
hydrostatic stress and in mobility, it is interesting to determine how the same analysis holds up if
these two parameters are combined. Therefore, an analysis has been done to determine how much of
the matrix exceeds both the assumed critical hydrostatic stress of 90 MPa as well as has a mobility
higher than 20·10−3 s−1 as is shown in Figure 34. It shows again that more volume in the annealed
simulation exceeds both these thresholds. Also note that there is no major difference with Figure 32
which suggests a correlation between hydrostatic stress and mobility, i.e. a high hydrostatic stress
results in high mobility.
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Figure 34: Visualization of the amount of volume during the simulation that has a mobility higher than a
specified threshold of 20·10-3 s-1 and a hydrostatic stress higher than 90 MPa for a biaxially
loaded RVE in its as received and annealed thermodynamic state.

Although these observations do not yet provide a micromechanical failure criterion, it does give a
strong indication that the observed pre-yield failure during experiments are connected to several
numerical parameters which are observed to behave differently for different loading conditions and
thermodynamic states. Based on this, the theory can be established that a micromechanical failure
criterion should be a function of several parameters. With the current knowledge it is proposed
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that this function depends on a combination of triaxiality factor, hydrostatic stress and mobility, i.e.
plastic strain rate, since these are observed to increase for the biaxial simulation in which the matrix
material is annealed which represents the experimental case in which pre-yield failure is achieved.
Besides the function of the failure criterion it is also still unknown which critical value should be used
that indicates failure. In order to determine this value, more experimental work needs to be done as
will be explained in the next chapter.
In order to show that the obtained results are consistent and not influenced by RVE size a similar
analysis has been done on a RVE with 35 inclusions instead of 15. These results can be found in
Appendix E, Figures 88-93.
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Chapter 7

Discussion and recommendations
Before diving into the discussion, the main findings regarding the experimental and numerical results are summarized. The experiments have proven that it is indeed possible to observe pre-yield
failure in brittle polymers, e.g. annealing induced, once these are reinforced with fibers and loaded
multi-axially. Numerical simulations have proven that when biaxial loading conditions are applied to
a fiber filled RVE the triaxiality factor, hydrostatic stresses and mobility are locally higher opposed
to when uniaxial loading conditions are applied. This effect becomes larger when the matrix material
is annealed. Consequently, these three parameters are identified to govern the pre-yield failure of the
composite and are therefore proposed as input parameters for a to be determined micromechanical
failure criterion.
Based on current findings the following proposal for the implementation of this failure criterion is
presented. With the current analysis method the amount of volume, i.e. elements belonging to the
matrix, is determined with all stresses being positive (η > 2/3), a hydrostatic stress higher than 90
MPa and a mobility higher than a specified threshold for which in this research the arbitrary value
of 20·10−3 s−1 is used. A possible implementation could be to indicate failure in the simulation when
this volume exceeds a critical value. To determine this value, DIC measurements can be done on
puncture plaques to determine the local strain at the moment of macroscopic failure. In parallel,
a simulation with identical boundary conditions and fiber orientation can be done to determine the
above mentioned volume at the same macroscopic strain which then indicates the critical value. For
example, the current simulations show this value to be in the order of magnitude of 1% of the matrix
volume. For future simulations this value can be used as critical value in the failure criterion. The
downside of this method is that it is an additional analysis next to the simulation. All elements have
to be considered to derive one single parameter, i.e. matrix volume, in order to determine if failure
occurs or not while this is not supported in most commercial software packages. Ideally, a certain
parameter is determined at each integration point and indicating failure when it exceeds a specific
threshold.
However, several comments have to be made regarding the obtained numerical results. First of all,
the macroscopic response can not yet accurately be captured due to the idealized assumptions made
in the simulations. The major problem associated with this is that one could argue the reliability
of the microscopic results since the macroscopic response is not well described. It is expected that
the perfect adhesion assumption throughout the simulation has the biggest contribution to these differences in macroscopic response. In order to solve this, it might be interesting to implement some
simplified form of debonding to the model. For example, by allowing separation of the elements at
the interface once a critical normal or tangential stress is exceeded. The difficulty that arises is that
it is not known what exact values should be used and that contact has to introduced. Especially, the
latter part will have a negative influence on the stability and computational time of the model.
The current stability also imposes some problems. Due to the observed extreme local deformations
of the elements at the fiber interface, aspect ratios of elements become large. Eventually, this will
result in elements turning inside out and consequently convergence issues. Since these convergence
problems exist, it is hard to reach the macroscopic strains that are observed during experiments.
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Often making it impossible to do a numerical analysis at the exact moment of failure. Instead, some
extrapolation is required based on the acquired data up to the point of failure to converge. To solve
these issues, the elements with poor aspect ratios have to be prevented. At this moment two methods
are proposed to improve this.
The first way is to generate the elements such that they initially have a poor aspect ratio perpendicular
to the loading direction. During loading the aspect ratios will first decrease before they increase again
which might result in achieving higher macroscopic strains. The challenge is that with the current
meshing procedure it is difficult to generate the elements in such a way and that it is a priori difficult
to determine at which locations large deformations are expected. The second method is to introduce
remeshing. With this procedure the elements can be rescaled which should result in the achievement
of higher macroscopic strains. It does however have some downsides and challenges. First of all, only
first order elements can be used with this procedure which tends to give a stiffer response. Secondly,
contact must be introduced. Lastly and also the most challenging is that the periodic boundary
conditions should be kept intact which means that all nodes on the outer surface are not allowed to
be used in the remeshing procedure. All in all, quite some issues need to be solved in order to reach
higher macroscopic strains.
The size of the used RVE also needs to be addressed. The current analysis has only been done
with fifteen inclusions which is relatively low for such a RVE [39]. Therefore, the risk exists that
the RVE is too small to give an accurate response of the micro-structure. Adding more inclusions
requires however smaller elements in order to get the same numerical accuracy. This combination
of a finer mesh and the computational power demanding EGP model will result in simulation times
beyond reasonable. With the current processing tools and used simulation parameters such as step
size, number of nodes, mesh quality and convergence criteria, it is therefore not advised to go beyond
around 40 inclusions.
The parameters which are identified for a possible failure criterion are at this moment presented as
separate entities, but it is expected that some of these parameters are coupled. For the mobility, i.e.
equivalent plastic strain, it is for example known that it is, among others, driven by stress according
to Eyring as is shown in Equation 8. Therefore, it is possible that a high hydrostatic stress automatically results in a higher mobility meaning that it might not be necessary to have both the parameters
in the failure criterion.
During this research only two extreme thermodynamic conditions have been used, as received and
annealing at 130 °C for 106 seconds. For the first case no pre-yield failure was observed while it was
for the second. At this moment it is however unknown at which exact point the transition occurs
from ductile to brittle. Therefore, it is advised to repeat the puncture tests, combined with DIC, on
samples which have been annealed for several different temperatures and times. To repeat these steps
on samples with a different fiber weight fractions does not require much more time and is therefore
also advised. Combined with additional simulations on those systems this helps to establish the correct failure criterion.
So far, the biaxial loading conditions in the simulations have only been applied parallel and perpendicular to the fibers. The failure criterion should however also be able to accurately predict failure for
different fiber orientations. Therefore, both simulations and experiments should in the future be done
with off axis, i.e. with respect to the main orientation of the fibers, biaxial loading conditions. While
this is not so difficult for the simulations, it does impose some challenge for the experiments. The
downside of the puncture test for example is that the principal strain directions under the punch will
always align with the fiber orientation of the sample, i.e. one component parallel and one perpendicular to the fibers. To overcome this issue a proposal is presented in Figure 35. It is just the standard
puncture setup but now two holes are drilled in the plate of which the midpoint of the virtual line
that connects the holes intersects with the contact point of the punch. As a result the total stiffness
of the plate is affected from a geometric point of view and not only from a material point of view.
Therefore, the strain field underneath the punch is not only affected by the presence of the fibers
but also on the location and size of the holes. In other words, the strain field is not only directed
by the fiber orientation but also by the virtual line between the holes. By placing this virtual line at
an angle with respect to the fiber orientation a strain field underneath the punch is created in which
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the principal strains, i.e. the strains that mark a pure biaxial situation without shear, are no longer
parallel and perpendicular to the fibers. This allows for a new set of experiments and simulations
in which the fiber orientation is not aligned with the boundary conditions. Note that the exact size
of the holes and the distance to the center still need to be determined. Next to that it is important
that failure still initiates below the punch and not at the holes since otherwise a different failure
mechanism will be probed. A proof of concept simulation is shown in Appendix F.

Figure 35: Visualization of the proposed puncture experiment showing the two holes in the puncture plaque.
The middle of the virtual line between the holes intersects with the contact point of the punch.

To address the aspect of mobility it might also be interesting to test samples with different molecular
weight. An increase in molecular weight will result in more entanglements per polymer chain which
makes it more difficult for the chain to reptate. As a result a larger barrier to initiate voids is created which results in a larger critical hydrostatic stress as is shown by Engels et al [10]., Clarijs et
al [11]. and in some extent by Van Melick et al [40]. These experiments create an additional set of
observations that can be used in order to validate a future failure criterion.
To wrap up three suggestions for future experiments and simulations are proposed that will extend
the current set of observations regarding the pre-yield failure of short fiber reinforced polymers. First
of all, additional annealing conditions can be applied with the goal to determine the ductile to brittle
transition. Secondly, holes can be drilled in the puncture plaque as explained above with the goal
to study the effect of fiber orientation angle. Lastly, different molecular weights can be used with
the goal to determine the influence of (reptation) mobility. This new set of observations will allow a
better understanding of pre-yield failure and help pave the way to a failure criterion.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion
From an experimental point of view it is confirmed that it is indeed possible to observe pre-yield
failure for a short fiber reinforced polymer of which the matrix usually shows ductile behavior. During this research this was achieved by strongly annealing the material and applying biaxial loading
conditions by means of a puncture test. This is however only the case when fibers are added since for
unfilled polycarbonate it was not possible to achieve pre-yield failure. This indicates that the presence
of fibers leads to an increase of hydrostatic stresses to which brittle polymers are more failure sensitive.
From a numerical point of view the main conclusion of this thesis is that a method is presented which
allows to analyze the obtained results of a finite element analysis on a representative volume element
on several scales. First of all, the macroscopic response can be obtained. For the uniaxial loaded
RVE it is shown that the numerical analysis gives an overestimation of the strength compared to the
actual tensile tests. The stiffness can however accurately be captured.
On a more local scale it has been observed that a distribution of triaxiality factors exists throughout
the RVE meaning that the loading conditions locally differ significantly from the macroscopic applied
boundary conditions. As a result, a large range of stress states exists in the RVE. From this it has
been observed that once biaxial loading conditions are applied, hydrostatic stresses reach the critical
hydrostatic stress of polycarbonate which aligns with the experimental observed pre-yield failure.
Once the matrix is annealed, these hydrostatic stresses increase even more.
For the establishment of a micromechanical failure criterion it has been shown that for the case
where pre-yield failure has been observed, i.e. biaxial loading and annealing, a larger amount of
matrix volume exceeds the critical hydrostatic stress of polycarbonate compared to the other studied
cases. Similarly, a larger amount of matrix volume has more mobility compared to the bulk of the
material for this specific case. These observations have lead to the conclusion that the hydrostatic
stress, mobility and triaxiality factor are probable input parameters for a micromechanical failure
criterion. The function and critical value for this criterion still need further investigation however
of which mostly in the form of additional experimental work to expand the current observations on
pre-yield failure.
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Appendix A

Test setups
Figure 36 shows the used tensile setup for the carried out tensile tests. It is a Zwick/Roell Z010
system which is equipped with an extensiometer to measure the strain pre-yield accurately. The
initial clamp to clamp distance that has been used is 110 mm. On the left side of the figure the global
setup is shown while on the right a close up of the sample, clamps and extensiometer is shown.

Figure 36: Zwick/Roell Z010 tensile system that has been used for the tensile tests.

Figure 37 shows the used compression setup, a Zwick/Roell ZMART.PRO 1475 system, for the carried
out compression tests. On the left in the figure a close up of the clamps and the lubricated sample is
shown prior to the test while on the right the same close up is shown during the test which shows a
distinctive shear band.
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Figure 37: Zwick/Roell ZMART.PRO 1475 system that has been used for the compression tests.

Figure 38 shows the two used puncture setups. For the filled samples a Zwick/Roell Z010 system was
used while for the unfilled samples a MTS 858 Mini Bionix sytem was used due to the requirement
of a higher force range.

Figure 38: The puncture setups that are used for the puncture tests. On the left the setup used for the filled
samples and on the right the setup used for the unfilled samples.
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Appendix B

Additional experimental results
Fiber orientations
The orientation of a single fiber as shown in Figure 39 is represented by a vector ~q with unit length
in a Cartesian space using the angles θ and φ.

  

q1
sin (θ) cos (φ)
~q = q2  =  sin (θ) sin (φ) 
q3
cos (θ)

Figure 39: Orientation of a single fiber in a Cartesian space.

The orientation tensor A of multiple fibers can be described as:


n
A11 A12 A13
X

1
T
A=
q̃ k q̃ k = A21 A22 A23  .
n
A31 A32 A33
k=1

(22)

With the use of a µCT-scanner these orientation tensor components have been measured of the tensile
bars as is shown in Figure 40. The components are measured through the thickness of the samples,
i.e. the y-axis. The injection molding direction is the x-axis. For the tensile bars it is observed that
the fiber orientation can be considered as homogeneous through the thickness of the sample. Next to
that, it is observed that the PC40GF+ tensile bar has a higher orientation compared to the PC20GF+
tensile bar.
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Figure 40: Obtained orientation tensor components from the PC20GF+ and PC40GF+ tensile bars throughout the thickness of the sample.
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The same procedure has been done for the puncture plaques as is shown in Figure 41. For the plaques
it is observed that the fiber orientation throughout the sample thickness can no longer be considered
as homogeneous. Instead, a typical skin-core configuration becomes apparent. At the skin layers,
the layers that are loaded the most during a puncture test, the orientation tensor components are
however more or less the same as those for the tensile bars. As a result, the same orientation tensor
is used for both the tensile bars as the puncture plaques.
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Figure 41: Obtained orientation tensor components from the PC20GF+ and PC40GF+ puncture plaques
throughout the thickness of the sample.

Additional tensile experiment observations
In terms of modulus and strength also a comparison is made with some simple analytical models. The
modulus comparison between experiments and a Halpin-Tsai, Mori-Tanaka and Cox-Krenchel model
is shown in Figure 42. The used input parameters for the Halpin-Tsai [3] approximation are: aspect
ratio of 20, matrix Young’s modulus of 2.2 GPa, fiber Young’s modulus of 72 GPa, matrix density
of 1.2 g/cm3 and fiber density of 2.54 g/cm3 . For the Mori-Tanaka [2] approximation two additional
input parameters are required: a matrix Poisson ratio of 0.4 and a fiber Poisson ratio of 0.22. The
Cox-Krenchel [6] model requires an additional orientation factor which is assumed to be 0.7.
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Figure 42: Measured modulus for the tensile tests done on all the as received samples at a strain rate of 10-3
s-1 combined with several different analytical predictions.

This figure proves that these relatively simple models already give a good representation of what
the modulus of a short fiber reinforced polymer will be. The comparison of the annealed samples is
left out since these have about the same stiffness as the as received samples. A similar comparison
has been made regarding strength using a Kelly-Tyson [7] model as is shown in Figure 43. This
model predicts the strength of the composite using the shear strength of the interface. Therefore, the
measurements with the poorly adhering fibers are inaccurate while the measurements with the good
adhering fibers are quite accurate with this simple prediction. For this approximation the same input
parameters as for the previous mentioned analytical models
√ are used with the addition of a matrix
tensile strength of 60 MPa, a matrix shear strength of 60/ 3 MPa and an orientation factor of 0.7.
It is assumed and validated that fibers are shorter than their critical length.
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Figure 43: Maximum measured stress for the tensile tests done on all the as received samples at a strain
rate of 10-3 s-1 combined with Kelly-Tyson prediction.

Lastly, the influence of strain rate on the yield stress has been studied for both the as received and
annealed samples as is shown in Figure 44. It shows that the contribution of the fiber weight fraction
and fiber adhesion is factorizable as is already established by Leonid et al. [38].
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Figure 44: Yield stresses versus strain rates for samples with different weight fractions and adhesion on a
log-log scale. Tests carried out at room temperature.

Additional puncture experiment observations
Puncture experiments are not only done on the well adhering glass fiber filled polycarbonate samples,
but also on the samples with poorly adhering fibers. These results can be found in Figure 45. It
shows that the strength again decreases significantly with annealing. Before concluding that pre-yield
failure is observed some caution should however be taken since these samples typically still show some
ductility. The hypothesis currently stands that locally pre-yield failure has occurred hence explaining
the strength decrease but that at the edges, where the material is loaded more uniaxially, plastic
deformation still occurs. Therefore, making it seem that the sample failed ductile from a macroscopic
perspective.
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Figure 45: Force displacement curves of puncture tests on glass fiber filled PC with poor adhesion carried
out at 0.1 mm/s at room temperature. The material is tested as received and after annealing at
130 °C for 106 seconds.

Aspect ratio analysis
An aspect ratio analysis has been done at DSM. Figure 46 shows the obtained results. Note that
these results are length weighted and that the fibers with a length smaller than 30 µm, the grit, are
not taken into consideration. The diameter of the fibers that is used to determine the aspect ratio is
measured to be 14 µm. The figure shows that sample geometry has no large effect on the obtained
aspect ratio distribution. For a weight fraction of 20% an aspect ratio of 28 appears to be most
dominant while an aspect ratio of 22 is most dominant for a weight fraction of 40%.
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Figure 46: Obtained aspect ratio distribution of the tensile bar (left) and puncture plaque (right) geometries
for the two weight fractions of 20% and 40%
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Appendix C

Post mortem samples
Scanning election microscope images
Using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) images have been taken of the fracture surface of the
tensile samples. Figure 47 shows two images for a PC20GF− tensile sample, on the left with a small
magnification and on the right with a larger magnification. Both images show a large amount of holes
which contained fibers prior to failure but due to poor adhesion fiber pullout occurred.

Figure 47: SEM images of the fracture surface of a PC20GF− tensile sample.

Figure 48 shows similar SEM images of a PC20GF+ tensile sample. It shows slightly more fractured
fibers at the surface but there are still quite some holes present due to pullout which is a bit surprising
since the adhesion should be good. An explanation could be that these particular fibers are shorter
than their critical length which results in pullout rather than fracture. On the right also an impression
is shown of some of the fine grit that is present inside the samples but is not included in the simulation
model.
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Figure 48: SEM images of the fracture surface of a PC20GF+ tensile sample.

Figure 49 shows SEM images of a PC40GF− tensile sample. It shows a lot of protruding fibers
which indicates that fiber pullout was dominating for the failure of the sample. On the right also an
impression is shown of some of the close packed fibers which results in clustering. Another issue that
is not included in the simulation model.

Figure 49: SEM images of the fracture surface of a PC40GF− tensile sample.

Figure 50 gives a better impression of the influence of good adhesion. It shows SEM images of a
PC40GF+ sample. This time, much more fractured fibers are present at the surface which one would
expect when the adhesion is good. This is however a bit contradicting since this indicates that the
critical length is exceeded more frequently while it has also been observed that for this system most
fibers are shorter compared to PC20GF+ as is shown in Appendix B, Figure 46.
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Figure 50: SEM images of the fracture surface of a PC40GF+ tensile sample.

Tensile sample images
Images of the fractured tensile samples have been made to give a visual impression of the influence
of annealing. Figure 51 shows the fractured, unfilled polycarbonate samples tested at a strain rate
of 10−3 s−1 . It shows that for as received polycarbonate a more stable neck growth was achieved
before failure. The annealed sample shows a much smaller neck due to more localization but still fails
ductile.

Figure 51: Fractured tensile samples of unfilled polycarbonate. Top: as received, bottom: annealed

Figure 52 shows the fractured PC20GF− tensile samples. Due to the presence of fibers necking can
no longer be observed with the bare eye. It is however interesting to see that for the as received
samples shear bands are visible over the entire middle section of the tensile bar. Once annealed, these
bands disappears and failure seems to be much more localized.
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Figure 52: Fractured PC20GF− tensile samples. Top: as received, bottom: annealed

Figure 53, in which fractured PC20GF+ tensile samples are shown, shows a similar result. Although
less visible, the shear bands are visible for the as received sample but not for the annealed sample.

Figure 53: Fractured PC20GF+ tensile samples. Top: as received, bottom: annealed

These shear bands are for the PC40GF− tensile samples no longer visible as is shown in Figure 54.
This could be due to the higher fiber content which turns the samples opaque. Meaning that it could
be possible that the shear bands are still present, but just not visible anymore.
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Figure 54: Fractured PC40GF− tensile sample. Top: as received, bottom: annealed

The same holds up for the PC40GF+ tensile samples as is shown in Figure 55. Noticeable is however
that each sample fractured at the transition between shoulder and middle section as is is shown in
the pictures. Possibly, this is due to a change in fiber orientation in the sample.

Figure 55: Fractured PC40GF+ tensile samples. Top: as received, bottom: annealed

Compression sample images
Similar to the tensile samples, images have been made of the compression samples. Figure 56 shows
the 10 and 20 mm high compression samples of PC20GF+ tested at a strain rate of 10−3 s−1 in both
the as received and annealed condition. While there are no distinctive differences between the as
received and annealed state, it is noticeable to see the distinctive shear bands. For the 20 mm high
samples these are less observable due to buckling of the samples prior to shear banding.
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(a) As received

(b) Annealed

Figure 56: Failed PC20GF+ compression samples. On the left shown for the as received state and on the
right for the annealed state.

Figure 57 shows a similar result for the PC40GF+ compression samples in both the as received and
annealed condition.

(a) As received

(b) Annealed

Figure 57: Failed PC40GF+ compression samples. On the left shown for the as received state and on the
right for the annealed state.

Puncture sample images
The puncture samples have been photographed as well. Figure 58 shows the failed puncture samples
of unfilled polycarbonate for both the as received and annealed state. While it is not completely clear
in the image, a dome like geometry appears in the center due to the excessive plastic deformation.
At first, there do not seem to be a lot of differences, but if one looks closely at the area around the
dome for the annealed sample, it appears to be a bit more observable. This is caused by the crazes
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that become apparent around the dome for the annealed sample. As a result, this area is bit whiter
and therefore more observable.

(a) As received

(b) Annealed

Figure 58: Failed puncture samples of unfilled polycarbonate. On the left shown for the as received state and
on the right for the annealed state.

For as received PC20GF− samples a dome is still observed as is shown in Figure 59 accompanied with
a lot of crazes/shear bands, i.e. the dark lines in the image. Once the sample is annealed, expected
localization occurs and the dome shape starts to disappear as well as the amount of crazes/shear
bands.

(a) As received

(b) Annealed

Figure 59: Failed PC20GF− puncture samples, fibers oriented in vertical direction. On the left shown for
the as received state and on the right for the annealed state.

The dome geometry completely disappears when the fibers are well adhering as is shown in Figure
60. For the as received state still some crazes/shear bands are visible while these are again less visible
for the annealed state.
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(a) As received

(b) Annealed

Figure 60: Failed PC20GF+ puncture samples, fibers oriented in vertical direction. On the left shown for
the as received state and on the right for the annealed state.

The images of the PC40GF− puncture samples are shown in Figure 61. Just as before, the amount
of crazes/shear bands seems to decrease after annealing.

(a) As received

(b) Annealed

Figure 61: Failed PC40GF− puncture samples, fibers oriented in vertical direction. On the left shown for
the as received state and on the right for the annealed state.

Finally, the PC40GF+ puncture samples are shown in Figure 62. No new observations can be made,
but it is noticeable to see that most samples, especially the annealed ones, appear to have a crack
running parallel and perpendicular to the fibers. These are also the principal strain directions accompanied with the anisotropy caused by the fiber presence.
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(a) As received

(b) Annealed

Figure 62: Failed PC40GF+ puncture samples, fibers oriented in vertical direction. On the left shown for
the as received state and on the right for the annealed state.
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Appendix D

Finite element model development
The used EGP model parameters are shown in Table 1 and 2. For annealed polycarbonate the same
parameters are used with the exception that the value for the thermodynamic state S0 is changed
to 44. This parameter is obtained by fitting the results from a finite element model, with the EGP
constitutive model, of a tensile bar on the actual measured tensile results of unfilled polycarbonate.
Table 1: EGP model parameters for as received, single process, polycarbonate

Symbol

Value

Unit

Gr
S0
r0
r1
r2
τ0
µ
κ
Gi
η0,i

26
29.8
0.965
50
-3
0.7
0.08
3500
See Table 2
See Table 2

MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa·s

Table 2: Multi-mode relaxation spectrum of polycarbonate

Mode

Gi [MPa]

η0,i [MPa·s]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

3.516694·102
5.546025·101
4.475541·101
4.115042·101
3.503963·101
3.201532·101
2.752392·101
2.432299·101
2.070778·101
1.811968·101
1.548357·101
1.365814·101
1.187481·101
9.804557·100
1.041229·101
2.112351·100
1.644863·101

2.100000· 1011
3.477475·109
2.946627·108
2.844797·107
2.543513·106
2.440224·105
2.202823·104
2.044013·103
1.827249·102
1.678851·101
1.506364·100
1.395237·10−1
1.273739·10−2
1.104280·10−3
1.231389·10−4
2.623084·10−6
2.144734·10−6
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Digimat limitations
A successful simulation starts with a proper RVE. Digimat has however some limitations that should
be taken into consideration before generating a geometry. For example, by default the option to
favor volume fraction over orientation is selected. As a result, Digimat will almost always create a
RVE which has the right volume fraction, but a wrong orientation tensor as is shown in Figure 63,
regardless of the amount of inclusions. Note that this is demonstrated for fiber inclusions with an
aspect ratio of 20. For shorter fibers this is not necessarily the case while it possibly gets worse for
longer fibers.
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Figure 63: Orientation tensor components generated by Digimat in an attempt to approximate the specified
orientation tensor with default settings. Left: attempts to create a RVE with a weight fraction
of 20%, right: attempts to create a RVE with a weight fraction of 40%.

It is however possible to change settings, thereby allowing Digimat to favor orientation over volume
fraction. With these settings the generated orientation tensor components convergence towards the
specified reference values for an increasing amount of inclusions as is shown in Figure 64.
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Figure 64: Orientation tensor components generated by Digimat in an attempt to approximate the specified
orientation tensor with custom settings. Left: attempts to create a RVE with a weight fraction
of 20%, right: attempts to create a RVE with a weight fraction of 40%.

This comes however at a price. Since orientation is favored over volume fraction Digimat is not
always able to approach the desired volume fraction that is specified. For systems with a low volume
fraction, i.e. less than 15-20%, this is not an issue when a sufficient amount of inclusions is used as is
shown in Figure 65a. For higher volume fractions it however becomes an issue as is shown in Figure
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65b and Digimat will return errors. Note that this is again an example in which fibers with an aspect
ratio of 20 are used. For longer fibers it becomes even worse.
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Figure 65: Generated volume fractions by Digimat for an increasing amount of inclusions in an attempt to
approximate the specified reference volume fraction. Left: attempts to create a RVE with a weight
fraction of 20%, right: attempts to create a RVE with a weight fraction of 40%.

Once an acceptable geometry is generated, there are still some issues. While a key feature of Digimat
is its capability of periodic geometries, the geometries itself are not perfectly periodic. Figure 66a
shows an example of an RVE. While it seems perfect at first sight, some issues can be observed when
one focuses on a single fiber.
When the exported .STP-file is opened which contains the numerical information of how the geometry
is constructed, it becomes clear that the fiber geometry is constructed out of multiple points, i.e. the
markers in Figure 66b, which are connected with b-spline curves. It would be expected that the
points of a fiber protruding one surface of the RVE match with the points of the fiber that protrudes
the opposite surface of the RVE. This is however not always the case as is shown in Figure 66b. The
points do not match exactly which also results in a mismatch of the b-splines. Consequently, it is
also not completely possible to create a periodic mesh that has a connection with the fiber geometry.
Therefore, a method is used which copies nodes and elements from one surface to the opposite one
with the cost of losing the connection between mesh and geometry. This issue seems to occur most
frequently when fibers protrude the RVE at a sharp angle.
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(a) RVE geometry with in blue encircled the fiber of interest
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(b) Overlay of the fiber contours
Figure 66: Visual representation of the numerical information that constructs the geometry of the fiber
of interest. Markers represent coordinates on the outer edge of the fiber of interest which are
connected with b-spline curves. Blue markers and lines construct the outer edge of the fiber
of interest that protrudes the RVE while red markers and lines construct the outer edge of the
protruding fiber on the opposite surface of the RVE.

Lastly it should be noted that the integrated mesher of Digimat should be used with care. While it
is perfectly able to create a voxel mesh, it is less suitable for generating a periodic, conforming mesh
as is shown in Figure 67. While it seems fine at first sight, minor differences can be observed in nodal
positions between two opposing surfaces of the RVE as is encircled in green in the figure.
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Figure 67: Visualization of the periodic meshing errors induced by Digimat when a conforming mesh is
used. Areas encircled with green show the differences in nodes and elements between two opposing
surfaces.

Fiber geometry
To study the influence of the fiber geometry, two representative volume elements were created with
exactly the same fiber orientation but with a different fiber geometry. For one, the fibers are modelled
with flat ends and for the other the fiber ends are modelled as semi-spheres. It was observed that
for the flat fibers it was more difficult to reach convergence compared to the RVE with fully rounded
fibers. As a result, it becomes more difficult to reach the same macroscopic strain with flat fibers
compared to rounded fibers as is shown in Figure 68.
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Figure 68: Macroscopic responses of one RVE with flat ended fibers and one RVE with fully rounded fibers,
both loaded in uniaxial tension.

An intermediate solution in which a small radius, i.e. 30% of the fiber radius, is applied to the flat
fiber ends, is however also an option. In this case it was observed that the same macroscopic strain
could be reached without running into convergence issues as is shown in Figure 69.
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Figure 69: Macroscopic responses of one RVE with flat ended fibers with a small radius and one RVE with
fully rounded fibers, both loaded in uniaxial tension.

On a local scale some differences can however be observed. For example, when considering the
hydrostatic stress distribution throughout the simulation, as is shown in Figure 70, it is observed
that in the case of flat ended fibers with a small radius more elements show extremely high positive
and negative elemental hydrostatic stresses in the tail of the distribution. These are typical the
elements that shows excessive deformations and are also expected to result in numerical instabilities.
Combined with the fact that it requires more smaller elements to decently mesh the radius of the
fibers and area around it, the choice was therefore made to use spherical tips for fibers. For future
research in which the focus is put more on quantitative results instead of qualitative, it has however
advised to use flat ended fibers with a small radius since these are closer to reality.
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(a) Spherical tips

(b) Flat tips with radius

Figure 70: Elemental hydrostatic stress distribution for a uniaxially loaded RVE. Left: RVE with fibers of
which the ends are modelled as semi-spheres, right: RVE with fibers of which the ends are flat
with a radius which is 30% of the fiber radius.

Element type choice
The choice was made to use geometry conforming second order tetrahedron elements rather than linear
voxel elements which are often used in Digimat. The reason for it is that, although voxel elements
tend to convergence better compared to tetrahedron elements, they also give another overestimation
in terms of strength as is shown in Figure 71. In terms of stiffness voxel elements are however still
capable of giving an accurate prediction so for these applications it is still advised to use them since
they require less computational power. For strength predictions it is on the other hand advised to
use geometry conforming tetrahedron elements.
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Figure 71: Macroscopic responses of a uniaxially loaded RVE which is once meshed with linear voxel elements
and once with geometry conforming second order tetrahedron elements.

On a more local scale it is observed that when voxel elements are used, the amount of elements
that show extremely high positive and negative elemental hydrostatic stresses decreases as is shown
in Figure 72. Since these are typical the elements that show large deformations, it suggests that
the local strains are lower when voxel elements are used and hence providing more stability to the
simulation which allows it to reach higher strains. This is confirmed by observation of the local plastic
strains as is shown in Figure 73. Note that majority of the matrix shows a plastic strain of zero which
results in a thin, hardly visible, band in which the intensity is high.
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(a) Second order tetrahedron elements

(b) First order voxel elements

Figure 72: Elemental hydrostatic stress distribution for a uniaxially loaded RVE. Left: RVE meshed with
geometry conforming second order tetrahedron elements, right: RVE meshed with first order voxel
elements.

(a) Second order tetrahedron elements

(b) First order voxel elements

Figure 73: Elemental plastic strain distribution for a uniaxially loaded RVE. Left: RVE meshed with geometry conforming second order tetrahedron elements, right: RVE meshed with first order voxel
elements.

RVE geometry and mesh
Figure 74 shows the meshed fibers in the RVE that is used for the analysis in Chapter 6 to get an
idea of the geometry and used mesh size. The orientation tensor that belongs to this RVE equals:


0.969 −0.055 −0.002
0.001  .
Awf=20% = −0.055 0.005
−0.002 0.001
0.026
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Figure 74: Meshed fibers inside an RVE with 15 inclusions.
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Appendix E

Additional finite element model
results
Mesh study
In this appendix the results from the carried out mesh study can be found which show the influence of
element size on the obtained results. A RVE has been used with 5 sphero-cylinder inclusions with an
aspect ratio of 20. The matrix is modelled as polycarbonate in its as received condition with similar
EGP parameters as before. Four different element sizes (second order tetrahedron elements) have
been used to discretize this RVE which is subsequently simulated with uniaxial loading conditions.
The obtained macroscopic responses are shown in Figure 75.
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Figure 75: Macroscopic responses of a uniaxial loaded RVE meshed with four different element sizes.

It is observed that element size has hardly any influence on the macroscopic response although it
should be mentioned that for a smaller element size it was more difficult to reach a higher macroscopic strain as is also shown in the figure. Furthermore the modulus is slightly influenced by element
size due to that a smaller element size results in a higher volume fraction of fibers and therefore a
higher modulus.
To study the effect on a more local scale the probability density function of the Von Mises and
hydrostatic stress have been evaluated at the point which the macroscopic strain reaches 4% as is
shown in Figure 76.
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Figure 76: Probability density functions of a uniaxial loaded RVE meshed with four different element sizes.
Left: Von Mises stress distributions, right: hydrostatic stress distributions.

For the Von Mises probability density function it is shown that the distribution is almost identical
regardless of element size. Some more differences are observed when the hydrostatic stress distributions are observed. It seems that smaller elements results in more local minimums and maximums
in the distribution and therefore converges towards the actual distribution that corresponds to this
RVE with these loading conditions. But all in all, the differences between a coarse and a fine mesh
are not big, i.e. local peaks do not seem to drift to different values and the distribution covers about
the same width.
Lastly, the mesh influence has been studied on an even smaller scale by analysing the amount of
matrix volume, similarly as has been done in section 6.3, that exceeds both the critical hydrostatic
stress for polycarbonate (90 MPa) and has a mobility higher than 20·10−3 s−1 . The obtained curves
are shown in Figure 77.
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Figure 77: Matrix volume exceeding both the critical hydrostatic stress for polycarbonate (90 MPa) and has
a mobility higher than 20·10-3 s-1 for a uniaxial loaded RVE meshed with four different element
sizes

On this scale the influence of elements becomes more significant. For the coarsest mesh it is shown
that about half as much matrix volume exceeds these limits compared to the finest mesh. For the
second to finest mesh, the mesh that is typical used for the previous simulations, it is observed that
about the same results are obtained compared to the finest mesh. This is an indication that the
results converge to a constant solution and that the used element size is appropriate and delivers
thrust worthy results.
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Paraview visualizations
With Paraview visualizations have been made to show at which locations the highest hydrostatic
stresses and plastic strains are present. The RVE results that have been used are the ones presented
in Chapter 6. First of all the hydrostatic stresses are shown for a uniaxially loaded RVE in Figure
78. This shows clearly that hydrostatic stresses are highest at the fiber tips when a RVE is loaded
uniaxially. Note that these visualizations are made at the end of the simulation.

Figure 78: Paraview visualization showing the Von Mises stresses in the fibers and the locations with high
hydrostatic stresses in the matrix for a uniaxially loaded (x-direction) RVE.

A similar image has been created for the plastic strain as is shown in Figure 79. It is again observed
that the plastic strain initiates at the tips.

Figure 79: Paraview visualization showing the Von Mises stresses in the fibers and the locations with high
plastic strains in the matrix for a uniaxially loaded (x-direction) RVE.

Typically, the local stresses and strains are amplified by neighbouring fibers as is also already observable in the above figure. To give a clearer picture a close-up of three adjacent fibers is shown in
Figure 80. It shows how the stress and strain fields at the three fiber tips interact with each other.
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(a) Local hydrostatic stresses

(b) Local plastic strains

Figure 80: Paraview close-up of three adjacent fiber tips showing the Von Mises stresses in the fibers and
the locations with high hydrostatic stresses (left) and high plastic strains (right) in the matrix for
a uniaxially loaded (x-direction) RVE.

Similarly, visualizations of the biaxial simulations have been made. Figure 81 shows the locations
with high hydrostatic stresses for the biaxially loaded RVE. It can now be observed that not only at
the tips but also at the surfaces perpendicular to the additional loading direction, i.e. the z-direction,
high hydrostatic stresses are present.

Figure 81: Paraview visualization showing the Von Mises stresses in the fibers and the locations with high
hydrostatic stresses in the matrix for a biaxially loaded (x-direction and z-direction) RVE.

The locations with high plastic strains are also shown for this biaxial loading condition in Figure 82.
The strains are a bit more oriented in the additional loading direction compared to Figure 79.
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Figure 82: Paraview visualization showing the Von Mises stresses in the fibers and the locations with high
plastic strains in the matrix for a biaxially loaded (x-direction and z-direction) RVE.

The same three fibers are considered to visualize the effect of amplification by nearby fibers as is
shown in Figure 83. It shows that stress and strain fields around each fiber interact with each other
and are mostly favored in the additional loading direction.

(a) Local hydrostatic stresses

(b) Local plastic strains

Figure 83: Paraview close-up of three adjacent fiber tips showing the Von Mises stresses in the fibers and
the locations with high hydrostatic stresses (left) and high plastic strains (right) in the matrix for
a biaxially loaded (x-direction and z-direction) RVE.

RVE results - 15 inclusions - perpendicular to fibers
The same RVE that has been used in Chapter 6 has also been loaded uniaxially in the direction
perpendicular to the fibers. The obtained macroscopic responses are shown in Figure 84. These show
that both strength and stiffness have decreased compared to when the loading was applied parallel
to the fibers as seen in Figure 24.
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Figure 84: Macroscopic responses of a uniaxially loaded RVE perpendicular to the fiber orientation for two
thermodynamic states: as received and annealed. RVE is generated with a weight fraction of 20%
and loaded with a strain rate of 10-3 s-1 .

This difference in both strength and stiffness is due to the fact that the fibers carry hardly any
load due to the way they are oriented with respect to the loading direction. This is also confirmed
when observing the Von Mises stress distributions as is shown in Figure 85. These show that most
stresses are in the same order as the macroscopic response indicating that the macroscopic response
is governed mostly by the matrix.

(a) As received

(b) Annealed

Figure 85: Elemental Von Mises stress probability density functions of a uniaxial loaded RVE perpendicular
to the fiber orientation. Left: matrix in as received state, right: matrix in annealed state.

The probability density functions of the elemental hydrostatic stresses have also been determined at
the moment the macroscopic strain reaches 4%. It shows that the distribution shifts about 8 MPa
to the right which is more than was observed when the RVE was uniaxially loaded parallel to the
fibers. This is due to the fact that in this case the matrix, which is affected by annealing, governs the
macroscopic response while when loading parallel to the fiber orientation the fibers, which are not
affected by annealing, have a bigger contribution. Furthermore, it is observed that the hydrostatic
stresses do not reach the critical value of 90 MPa for polycarbonate and therefore making this case
not of interest for the establishment of a pre-yield failure criterion.
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Figure 86: Elemental hydrostatic stress distribution at 4% macroscopic strain of a uniaxially loaded RVE
perpendicular to the fiber orientation for two thermodynamic states: as received and annealed.
RVE is generated with a weight fraction of 20% and loaded with a strain rate of 10-3 s-1 .

RVE results - 35 inclusions
In order to get an idea of the reproducibility and RVE size influence a similar analysis as shown in
Chapter 6 is done on a RVE with 35 inclusions instead of 15 and with fibers that have an aspect ratio
of 28 which is closer to the measured reality as is shown in Figure 46. The approximated orientation
tensor by Digimat for this RVE equals:


0.846 0.000 −0.04
Awf=20% =  0.000 0.000 0.000  ,
−0.04 0.000 0.154
which makes this RVE in terms of size, orientation and aspect ratio more suitable than the one used
in Chapter 6. Figure 87 shows the meshed fibers in the RVE to get an idea of the geometry and used
mesh size.

Figure 87: Meshed fibers inside an RVE with 35 inclusions.
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The downside is however that the RVE becomes a bit more complex and therefore making it difficult
to reach high macroscopic strains as is shown in Figure 88 in which the macroscopic responses are
shown for uniaxial and biaxial loading.
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Figure 88: Macroscopic responses of a RVE with 35 inclusions loaded uniaxially (left) and biaxially (right).
Simulations have been done once with an as received matrix and once after annealing. Applied
strain rate parallel to the fibers equals 10-3 s-1 .

The uniaxial simulation results are also compared with the measured tensile results as is shown in
Figure 89. Regarding strength it is difficult to judge whether it is accurately predicted since the
simulation ended prematurely due to convergence issues. However, since the slope is quite steep at
the end of the simulation it is expected that the strength would have been over predicted as it should
be since debonding is not implemented. The modulus is on the other hand underestimated which is
quite surprising since the fibers in the RVE are slightly more oriented than actually measured, i.e.
0.846 over 0.744. This is an indication that the chosen aspect ratio of 28 is still a bit low and that
the fibers with a higher aspect ratio as measured during the aspect ratio analysis have a significant
contribution on the modulus.
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Figure 89: Comparison between the obtained uniaxial macroscopic response from simulation and the measured response from tensile experiments, both at the same applied strain rate of 10-3 s-1 . Left:
as received matrix, right: annealed matrix.

Next, the elemental hydrostatic stress probability density functions are evaluated as is shown in
Figure 90. Due to the convergence issues it has been decided to evaluate these at different moments
in macroscopic strain in order to show the effect of annealing as much as possible. Therefore, the
uniaxial distributions are obtained at a macroscopic strain of 2.5% while they are obtained at a
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strain of 1.8% parallel to the fibers for the biaxial case. For both cases nearly at the end of the
simulation. These distributions show again two important observations. Firstly, that in the uniaxial
case the hydrostatic stresses are much lower compared to the biaxial case in which the critical stress
of 90 MPa is reached. Secondly, that annealing leads to larger shift to the right for the biaxial case
compared to the uniaxial case.
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Figure 90: Elemental hydrostatic stress probability density functions of a uniaxial and biaxial loaded RVE.
Left: uniaxial loading conditions, right: biaxial loading conditions.

Since for the uniaxial loaded RVE again hardly any elements are observed to reach a critical hydrostatic stress of 90 MPa and therefore making it irrelevant for the establishment of a pre-yield failure
criterion and will not be regarded in the next part of the analysis.
It is observed that for the biaxial case some elements approach and exceed the critical value, but a
more accurate insight is shown in Figure 91. It shows the amount of volume exceeding the critical
value of 90 MPa over the duration of the simulation for the two thermodynamic states. Note that
only the elements are included with positive principal stresses, i.e. a triaxiality factor larger than 2/3,
are considered. It shows again that for the annealed case, more volume exceeds the critical value.
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Figure 91: Visualization of the amount of volume during the simulation exceeding a critical hydrostatic stress
of 90 MPa for a biaxially loaded RVE in its as received and annealed thermodynamic state.

Similarly as is Chapter 6, the mobility for these two cases is considered as is shown in Figure 92.
Several plastic strain rate thresholds, significant higher than the applied strain rate of 10−3 s−1 , have
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been selected in order to get an idea how much volume has a high mobility during the simulation.
Opposed to Figure 33 shows this case hardly any difference between the two thermodynamic state.
This could however be due to the fact that the differences start to appear after a strain of 2% as is
shown in Figure 33. This strain has not been reached for this RVE and therefore possible differences
can not yet be observed.
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Figure 92: Visualization of the amount of volume during the simulation that has a mobility higher than the
specified thresholds for a biaxially loaded RVE in its as received and annealed thermodynamic
state.

Lastly, the mobility and hydrostatic stress are combined. In other words, similarly to Figure 34 the
amount of volume that exceeds both a hydrostatic stress of 90 MPa and exceeds a high mobility
threshold, in this case 20·10−3 s−1 , is determined. The obtained curves are shown in Figure 93. A
similar result as in Figure 34 is obtained which indicates that the obtained results are consistent and
do not seem to be influenced by RVE size.
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Figure 93: Visualization of the amount of volume during the simulation that has a mobility higher than a
specified threshold of 20·10-3 s-1 and a hydrostatic stress higher than 90 MPa for a biaxially
loaded RVE in its as received and annealed thermodynamic state.
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Appendix F

Puncture setup proposal
A relatively basic simulation has been done on the proposed puncture setup to show proof of concept.
A linear elastic analysis has been done in which the unsupported part of the puncture plaque with a
diameter of 40 mm is penetrated with a 20 mm punch. Two arbitrary holes of 3 mm spaced 7.5 mm
from the contact point are modelled through the plate. These holes are placed at an angle of 45° with
respect to the x-direction. Isotropic material parameters of steel are assigned to the punch while an
anisotropic fourth order stiffness tensor is assigned to the plaque. These properties are obtained with
Digimat in which a PC20GF RVE, similar to the one discussed in Chapter 5, is simulated with the
purpose of retrieving its homogenized material parameters. The obtained stiffness tensor is simplified,
i.e. several components set to zero, and listed below:


7954 3585 3512
0
0
0
3585 5871 3492
0
0
0 



3512 3492 5609
0
0
0 
4
.

(23)
C=
0
0
1205
0
0 

 0
 0
0
0
0
1302
0 
0
0
0
0
0
1120
Note that the exact accuracy of the stiffness tensor is of no importance for this concept simulation.
The model is simulated and the equivalent strain field at the moment the punch has penetrated the
plaque at 50% is shown in Figure 94 for the bottom side of the plaque.

Figure 94: Equivalent strain field at the bottom side of the anisotropic puncture plaque with two holes in it.

As can be observed, the strain field is affected by the presence of the two holes. Next, the local
strains directly below the punch are obtained in order to determine the principal strain directions
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since these give a purely biaxial loading state. The following strain components are obtained from
the simulation:


3.80 −0.37 0.13
0.14  .
ε = −0.37 4.52
(24)
0.13
0.14 −4.90
With DIC measurements only the εxx , εyy and εxy components would have been obtained. Therefore,
the other components are neglected. Also note that these have hardly any contribution to the in-plane
principal strains. With the remaining strain components the principal strain orientation θP is derived
with:
tan(2θP ) =

2εxy
.
εxx − εyy

(25)

This results in a principal strain orientation of 23° with respect to the x-direction which means that
a RVE can be generated in which the main fiber orientation is rotated 23° with respect to the purely
biaxial boundary conditions. As a result, both an experimental and numerical case can be analysed
in which the main fiber orientation does not align with the boundary conditions. This allows the
analysis of the main fiber orientation influence and it allows for an additional comparison between a
new set of experimental and numerical observations.
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Appendix G

Hypermesh tutorial
In this appendix a tutorial will be given on how to mesh a RVE in a general way using the software
package Hypermesh (version 2017.3). It should be noted that this way of meshing is not necessarily
the optimal approach for each RVE. Relative simple RVE’s, i.e. only a few inclusions, can be meshed
in a more efficient way. It is assumed that the reader is able to judge whether the provided approach
should be used or not. Nevertheless, the provided approach is able to give a mesh which is suitable
to use in combination with the boundary conditions that are typical for a RVE.
The first step is to export the geometry from Digimat as a .STP file and save it to a folder of preference.
Once Hypermesh is opened an interface like shown in Figure 95 will appear. The interface can roughly
be subdivided in four sections. For clarification reasons the upper menu highlighted with green is
called the ‘top menu’, the part highlighted with red the ‘main menu’, the part highlighted in blue the
‘tabs’ and the part in yellow the ‘options menu’.

Figure 95: General overview of the Hypermesh software window showing the three main menus for this
tutorial.

To import the .STP files, go to File in the top menu and select Import geometry. In the main menu
an extra tab will appear showing the import options. Click the folder icon in this tab and select the
.STP files you want to import. Once selected, you can select the button Import in the main menu,
but before you do, take a look at the Scale factor. By default it is set to 1, but in that case the
geometry will be blown up with a factor 1000. A feature caused by the export settings in Digimat.
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Therefore, it is recommended to set this factor to 1e-3. After clicking import the result should be like
shown in Figure 95. Each fiber and the matrix has its own color due to the fact that each of them
is stored in their own so called ‘component’. In the main menu go to the Model tab and unfold the
Components folder in order to view each of them like shown in Figure 96.

Figure 96: The main menu of Hypermesh showing the geometry and mesh visualizer marked in red and green
respectively.

The next step is to do some component management in the main menu. Rename the component in
which the matrix is stored (in this case DefaultJobName_Analysis1_Phase1) to Matrix and
hide its geometry by clicking the icon shown in red in Figure 96. To clarify the icon shown in red is
to hide the geometry of a component and the icon shown in green to hide the mesh belonging to this
component. All fibers should now be visible, each in a different color.
Create two new components in the main menu by right clicking on the Components folder and selecting Create. Name the first component Fibers and the second one Shared_surfaces. The next
step is to move all the fibers to the Fibers component. Go to tab Tool next to the options menu and
select organize in the options menu. In the now appeared yellow box select solids and select all the
fibers. Select Fibers as dest (destination) component and click move. After completion, all empty
components can be deleted in the main menu until you are left with only three components: Matrix,
Fibers and Shared_surfaces.
Hypermesh works best with surfaces instead of solids so these will be deleted. In the Tool tab select
delete in the options menu. Select ALL solids (matrix as well) and click delete entity. The bold black
lines should now be replaced with thinner black lines. Next step is to define the shared surfaces. Go
to the Geom tab and select surface edit. Within this menu click on trim with surfs/plane and click
on self intersecting surfs. Select ALL surfaces (matrix and fibers) and select trim. Some green lines
should have become yellow, meaning they are now shared edges.
In the next step all the surfaces inside the RVE must be moved to the component Shared_surfaces.
In general, the following approach works: hide the geometry of the Fibers component. Next, go to
the Tool tab and select organize again. Select all surfaces of the matrix component and then unselect
the outer surfaces of the matrix. The result should be like shown in Figure 97 (selected surfaces are
shown in white). Select Shared_surfaces as destination component and click move.
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Figure 97: Selection of all matrix surfaces with exception of the outer surfaces prior to they are moved to
the Shared_surfaces destination component.

The final step to prepare the geometry is to divide the visible edges of the RVE in several segments.
Go to the Geom tab and select the point edit option. In the middle of the options menu the amount
of points on an edge can be selected. It does not really matter how much points are chosen as long as
all _visible outer edges of the RVE are divided in a fair amount of segments like for example shown
in Figure 98. Note that also edges of fibers are divided.

Figure 98: Division of all visible outer edges into smaller segments. The edges on the opposite surfaces, i.e.
the invisible ones, are not divided.

With the geometry fully prepared, the meshing can begin. Starting off with the outside surfaces,
right click on the Fibers component in the main menu and select Make current. This means that the
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elements that will be created are assigned to that particular component. Go to the 2D tab and select
automesh. Choose an appropriate element size, set the mesh type to trias. Next to that make sure
that elems to current comp and first order are selected like shown in Figure 99. Select the surfaces
of the fibers on the three visible surfaces of the RVE. Click on mesh and the result should be like
shown in Figure 100.

Figure 99: Required settings for meshing in the options menu, element size is arbirtrary.

Figure 100: Impression of how the first generated mesh should look like.

At the edges of the fibers, numbers should be shown which represent the amount of elements on that
surface. By left clicking on this number the amount is increased with one, by right clicking on it the
amount is decreased with one. Once all surfaces look acceptable, click return in the options menu.
Make the Matrix component the current component with the same procedure as before. Select
the three remaining surfaces of the RVE, change the element size if necessary, and click mesh. The
obtained result should be like shown in Figure 101.
In case surfaces of the fibers are close to one of the outer edges of the RVE, elements get distorted
and refinements should be applied. The used RVE in this tutorial is not the best example, but for
the sake of argument an example is provided in Figure 102. On the edges near the fiber surface the
amount of elements is increased to two to create a finer mesh locally. On the opposing two edges
the same has been done in order to preserve periodicity. Once the surface meshes of the three outer
surfaces are acceptable and periodicity is preserved, click return.
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Figure 101: Impression of how the three meshed surfaces should look like.

Figure 102: Method to add refinements on the outer surface close to fibers. The periodicity should also be
noted.

In the next step the generated meshes will be copied to the opposing surfaces to guarantee full
periodicity of the RVE. Go to the tool tab and select translate. Select any element on one of the three
outer surfaces. It does not matter whether this element belongs to either matrix or fiber. Left click
on the yellow elems block in the options menu and a window will pop up. Select by face in this pop
up. All elements on the chosen RVE surface will automatically be selected and highlighted in white.
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Select elems again and select duplicate in the pop up. Select original comp in the now appearing pop
up. The elements are now copied, but still need to be translated to the opposing surface. Change the
shown magnitude into magnitude = N2-N1. Click the green N1 button and select the node which
intersect the three meshed surfaces. After this, click the blue N2 button and select the node which
lies on the same edge as the N1 node and also intersects with the unmeshed opposing surface like
shown in Figure 103. Finally, click on translate +. Repeat this for the other two surfaces.

Figure 103: Points that should be selected to successfully translate the mesh.

All outer surfaces are now meshed, but the nodes on some of the outer edges are not yet connected
due to the translate procedure. to fix this, go to the tool tab and select edges. Set the tolerance
lower, e.g. 1e-4, and select all elements. By default the selection button is set to components, but
this can be changed to elements. Once all elements are selected, click on preview equiv and then
on equivalence. After completion, click on find edges. If everything went right until this point the
following message should appear in the bottom left of your screen: No edges were found. Selected
elements may enclose a volume.
To mesh the inner shared surfaces of the RVE, hide the geometry of the Matrix and Fibers component in the main menu. The mesh of the Matrix should also be hidden after this. Result should be
somewhat like shown in Figure 104. Go to the 2D tab again and select automesh. Choose the same
element size as used during meshing of the outer surfaces of the fibers and select all surfaces. Click
mesh and apply refinements where necessary or where preferred. click return once you are satisfied
with the generated mesh.

Figure 104: The components that should be visible for the next meshing part.
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The next step is to connect the inside mesh with the mesh applied to the outer surfaces. Make sure
that only the elements of the components Fibers and Shared_surfaces is visible and go to the tool
again and select edges. Keep the shown tolerance the same as specified before in this tutorial. Next,
select all visible elements and click preview equiv and subsequently equivalence. Some nodes should
have been highlighted with brown dots which disappear again after clicking the equivalence button.
The following steps become the most time consuming and tedious ones. Press the button find edges
and look for the message shown in the bottom left corner of the screen. Most likely, it will show that
a certain amount of free edges has been found. These free edges will also be highlighted in red as
shown in Figure 105. These free edges mean that it was not possible to connect certain nodes to each
other due to a mismatch in nodal positions.

Figure 105: Free edges indicated with red which indicates that nodes are not properly connected.

When looking at the main menu, it should also be noted that a new component has appeared named
∧
edges. Make sure that only the elements of this component are visible. After this, only a few
red lines should be visible in the interface. Next, click on the icon just right of the main menu
called Unmask Adjacent which is highlighted with a green box in Figure 106. Subsequently, hide the
elements of the Matrix component. The result of the combination of these steps should be something
like shown in Figure 106.
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Figure 106: The unmask adjacent button marked with green which only shows the elements adjacent to the
free edges.

In the next step, the nodes will be reconnected to each other. Go to the 2D tab and select replace.
Make sure that in this options menu ‘equivalence’ is checked and ‘at mid-point’ unchecked. Select the
node that has to move, the one belonging to the elements of the inside of the RVE, first. Otherwise the
periodicity of the outside surfaces will be ruined. The second node that has to be selected is the one
that belongs to the outside surface of the fibers. After selecting the second node, the first node will
automatically be moved to and equivalenced with the second node. An example is shown in Figure
107. Repeat these steps for all free edges until all nodes are connected while keeping element quality
in mind. Note that sometimes elements have to be deleted or created (2D tab and edit element). The
user has to judge which steps have to be taken in order to connect the nodes and preserve element
quality.

Figure 107: Visualization of how the nodes should be reconnected at the free edges.

Once all free edges have been fixed, the next step can be done. Press on the Unmask All button
which is located just below the Unmask Adjacent button which has been used before. All elements
belonging to the fibers should be visible again. Once again, go to the Tool tab and select edges. Select
all visible elements and press the green free edges button. If all previous steps have been done successfully, there should be no free edges anymore and the component ∧edges in the main menu should
automatically disappear. If this is not the case, repeat the previous steps until all free edges are fixed.
Before the created 2D meshes are converted to 3D meshes, the choice should be made whether or not
to use quadratic or linear elements. It is recommended to use quadratic elements. Therefore, first
unhide the elements of the Matrix component in the main menu, all elements should be shown now.
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Then, go to the 2D tab and select order change. Select all elements and check change to 2nd. Make
sure that the option ‘midside nodes at exact midpoints’ is active and press the green change order
button.
To create the 3D mesh, first hide the elements of component Matrix again and make the Fibers
component current. Go to the 3D tab, select tetramesh and on the left of the options menu, check
Tetramesh parameters. Make sure that the settings are set like shown in Figure 108. Optionally, also
the minimal element size can be specified. After that, check Tetra mesh in the left of the options
menu again and make sure the settings are like shown in Figure 109. Select all visible elements and
press the green mesh button.

Figure 108: Required settings in the Tetramesh parameters options menu.

Figure 109: Required settings in the Tetramesh options menu.

After that, hide the elements of the Fibers component and unhide the elements of the Matrix
component. Also make sure to make the Matrix component current. Go to tetramesh again in
the options menu and select all visible elements. Keep the same settings (optionally the minimum
element size can be changed) and click the green mesh button.
In the final step, make all elements visible in the main menu and go to the Tool tab and select delete.
Make sure the yellow box that becomes visible is set to ‘elems’. Left click on the yellow box and select
by config in the menu that pops up. Select the settings such as shown in Figure 110. Press the green
select entities button and subsequently delete entity. The mesh is now fully prepared for simulation
purposes. To export it, go to File in the top menu and select Export Solver Deck. In the menu that
appears in the main menu, select a program interface and a destination folder. Lastly, just below
‘export options’, make sure that ‘All’ is selected instead of ‘custom’ and press export in the bottom.

Figure 110: Required settings to delete the previously generated 2D mesh.

A final comment with respect to importing the mesh in Marc/Mentat has to be made. Since it is
desired to have the elements corresponding to the matrix and fibers separated in two element sets,
one can open the created .dat file from Hypermesh and scroll to the bottom of the file. It specifies
which element ID range belongs to the matrix and which range belongs to the fibers. To create an
element set in Marc/Mentat go to ‘Select’ in the top window, click ‘Set Control’ and select ‘New Set’
after ‘Elements’. Give the set a suitable name, e.g. ‘Phase1’ for the matrix and type the element
range in the command dialog in the follow manner: x to y in which x marks the first element of the
range and y the last element of the range. Then, press enter and click ‘End List(#)’.
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